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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
SOVIET DECISIONMAKING FOR CHERNOBYL :
AN ANALYSIS OF SYSTEM PERFORMANCE AND POLICY CHANG E
by
William C . Potter
This report analyzes the systemic (as opposed to technical )
factors which contributed to the April 26, 1986 Chernobyl nuclea r
accident, assesses the performance of the major organizationa l
actors at Chernobyl, analyzes the impact of the accident on polic y
change with respect to nuclear safety, and discerns lessons fro m
the performance of Soviet organizations at Chernobyl that may b e
applicable to other crisis situations . Its major conclusions may
be summarized as follows :
* Chernobyl was only the latest and most catastrophic in a lon g
series of sometimes fatal accidents at Soviet nuclear powe r
facilities ;
* The Chernobyl accident should not have been totall y
unanticipated, especially when viewed against the prior record o f
accidents at Soviet nuclear facilities ;
* Gorbachev may have been the patron of one of the few pre Chernobyl nuclear safety critics during his tenure as Centra l
Committee Secretary in charge of agriculture ;
* The immediate response to the nuclear accident by loca l
authorities was of an ad hoc nature and did not reflec t
preconceived emergency procedures ;
* Although professionals trained in emergency procedures, such a s
firefighters and medics, responded well to the crisis situation ,
the overall emergency response was impeded by the lack of necessar y
equipment, medication and trained personnel ;
* Effective response was also impeded by the tendency of civilia n
and military officials to channel information (and responsibilit y
for action) up the organizational chain of command rather tha n
acting directly on information as it became available ;
* A preoccupation with avoiding panic delayed the dissemination o f
news about the radiation danger and postponed unnecessarily the
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evacuation of Prypiat, a town near the nuclear power site ;
* The Chemical Troops and Soviet Air Force personnel generall y
displayed great courage and resourcefulness in fulfilling thei r
missions at Chernobyl . Especially noteworthy was their ingenuit y
in improvising means to overcome old and/or ineffectual equipment ;
* Performance of Civil Defense units was unsatisfactory and wa s
hindered by poor training, understaffing, ineffectual equipment ,
and a convoluted command structure that was unresponsive to rapidl y
changing crisis developments ;
* Soviet military commentators note the poor performance of Civi l
Defense and are especially critical of the lack of persona l
initiative displayed by officers who feared responsibility ;
* A combination of systemic defects and procedural problem s
encountered at Chernobyl (including difficulties with productio n
and delivery of supplies, lack of personal intitiative, and la x
observance of rules and regulations) are likely to impair Sovie t
military performance in future crises ;
* Little improvement was noted in the performance of Soviet Civi l
Defense units after Chernobyl at the 1988 Armenian earthquake ,
leading to a campaign in the military journal Voennye znaniia to
revamp the structure of Civil Defense and to separate it from th e
Armed Forces ;
* The Chernobyl accident has led to a major reappraisal of nuclea r
safety in the Soviet nuclear power program and the proposal of new
measures of both a technical and organizational nature ;
* There has been considerable slippage between the new safet y
measures proposed and those actually implemented, the more specifi c
and technical the proposed policy change, the more likely it s
implementation ;
* The most contentious technical issue is the future of the RBM K
reactor, whose demise is repeatedly announced but never occurs ;
* Resource constraints and conflicting policy objectives serve t o
impede the implementation of new nuclear safety regulations ;
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* The Soviet Union is anxious to enter into internationa l
cooperation agreements for nuclear safety, but has encountere d
difficulties in aoquiring foreign equipment for training purpose s
for financial and technology transfer reasons ;
* The 1987 trial of former employees of the Chernobyl nuclear powe r
station and the August 1986 Soviet report to the Internationa l
Atomio Energy Agency served the purpose of safeguarding the futur e
of nuclear power development by isolating the causes of th e
accident ("human error") and exonerating the system .
One may discern a number of lessons that have been learned b y
Soviet leaders, nuclear specialists, and the public as

a

consequence of Chernobyl . They are of both a tactioal/instrumenta l
and strategic/philosophical variety . Illustrative of the forme r
is Gorbachev's recognition that he erred in not taking an earl y
public stance after Chernobyl and is reflected in his subsequen t
behavior after the 1988 Armenian earthquake and the 1989 ga s
pipeline explosion .
More difficult to categorize are the lessons learned wit h
respect to glasnost and the need for perestroika in the nuclea r
industry . On the one hand, Gorbachev clearly capitalized on th e
Chernobyl crisis to gain support for his policies of glasnost an d
perestroika .

A number of organizational changes in the nuclea r

field, for example, enabled Gorbachev to sweep aside much of th e
old guard in the nuclear power industry . Whether intentionally or ,
more likely, inadvertently, Chernobyl also led to th e
unprecendented release of data on a Soviet disaster and helped t o
nurture a more fact conscious, socially responsible, and aggressiv e
media . What seems to have occurred in the realm of glasnost is th e
evolution of an information policy conceived in the wake o f
Chernobyl to make people think they were receiving the truth (a s
the government sought to prevent panic) into a broad-guaged ,
escalating critique of the nuclear power industry, nuclear safet y
procedures, and the government's commitment to the furthe r
development of nuclear energy .
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Chernobyl also appears to have had a catalytic effect o n
Soviet thinking at the popular, expert, and leadership levels o n
the need to take more concerted action to protect the environment .
Although this lesson of Chernobyl is most manifest in the rise o f
popular opposition to the siting of new nuclear plants and th e
completion of previously initiated projects, it is also reflecte d
in the proliferation of new ecology movements throughout th e
country with very broad environmental (and often nationalist )
agendas . Critiques of nuclear power and the government' s
environmental policy may represent a surrogate for more broad-base d
criticism of the society, especially by the populace of region s
affected by Chernobyl who now believe they were misled and betraye d
by a government that promised to protect and care for them .
The Soviet Union under the leadership of Mikhail Gorbachev ha s
demonstrated, especially in the foreign policy arena, that it ca n
reconsider basic goals and values when they have led to repeate d
failures . One might have expected after Chernobyl that a simila r
learning process would have taken place in the sphere of nuclea r
safety policy .
Although some attributes of a new philosophy of nuclear safet y
can be discerned among the Soviet scientific community, and ma y
also account in part for increased anti-nuclear popular sentiment ,
the Soviet leadership to date has not yet decided to sacrifice th e
goal of rapid nuclear development for the sake of nuclear safety .
It has instead sought to define the two objectives as compatible ,
as well they may be in theory . In practice, however, sever e
economic constraints, an irrational pricing and incentive system ,
and a bewildering organizational structure combine to dilute th e
safety effort in the Soviet Union .

SOVIET DECISION-MAKING FOR CHERNOBYL : An Analysi s
of System Performance and Policy Chang e
by
*
William Potte r
At 1 :23 AM on Saturday, April 26, 1986 an aocident occurre d
at the Chernobyl nuclear power station, approximately sixty mile s
north of Kiev . During a poorly planned safety test of a turbin e
generator in the fourth unit of the nuclear power station tw o
explosions took place resulting in the release into the atmospher e
of intensely radioactive fission products . 1
According to th e
report of the governmental commission that inquired into the cause s
of the disaster, "irresponsibility, negligence, and indiscipline "
led not only to the loss of life, but caused "radioactiv e
contamination of about 1000 square kilometers, direct economi c
losses of approximately two billion rubles, and difficulties wit h
power supply to the national economy . " 2 The failure of the Sovie t
Union to notify the world community promptly of the accident als o
produced substantial political fallout damaging to Soviet interest s
abroad, especially in Europe .
The magnitude of the nuclear accident--the most severe on e
to date internationally--and its direct impact on the nuclear powe r
industry in the Soviet Union and abroad are sufficient reasons t o
study the Chernobyl disaster . A number of other ciroumstances ,
however, combine to make the accident an excellent focal point an d
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vehicle for examining a series of broader questionspertaining t o
Soviet decisionmaking, policy change, and the responsiveness of th e
political system to a crisis . Among these intriguing circumstance s
are the lengthy delay in initial Soviet commentary on the accident ;
the even longer silence on the subject by General Secretar y
Gorbachev ; the 36 hour delay in evacuating people near th e
accident ; the formation of a new national ministry in response t o
the crisis ; a reappraisal of various aspects of the civilia n
nuclear power program ; the unusual candor and thoroughness wit h
which the Soviet Union discussed the accident before a n
international body (the International Atomic Energy Agency) ; and
the very different fashion in which several Warsaw Pact state s
responded to the accident . The extraordinary amount of Sovie t
media coverage of the disaster at the local and regional level s
also increases data availability for the study and provides a n
unusual opportunity to compare local, regional, and nationa l
perspectives on government and party performance .
A

book length manuscript which more fully analyzes th e

performance

of the major institutional actors

involved

in th e

formulation and implementation of Soviet policy in response to th e
Chernobyl accident will be available within six months . Thi s
report presents the major findings from the larger study . Mor e
specifically, it : (1) provides an overview of the systemic an d
structural (as opposed to technical) factors which contributed t o
the Chernobyl accident ; (2) identifies the major organizationa l
(and when relevant, individual) actors at Chernobyl ; (3) compare s
their actual crisis performance with the behavior they wer e
supposed to exhibit ;

(4)

analyzes the impact of the Chernoby l

accident on policy change with respect to nuclear safety ; and (5 )
discerns lessons from the performance of Soviet organizations a t
Chernobyl that may be applicable more broadly .
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I . THE SOVIET NUCLEAR LEGACY :

AN ACCIDENT WAITING TO HAPPE N

At the time of the Chernobyl accident the Soviet Union wa s
the third largest nuclear power producer in the world, wit h
approximately 28,000 M We (megawatts of electricity) of capacity a t
Since Chernobyl and despite the shutdown o f
41 reactor units . 3
additional nuclear reactors, Soviet nuclear power capacity ha s
risen to over 33,000 M We . 4

The present size of the Soviet nuclea r

power program, however, does not adequately convey the significanc e
of nuclear power for the Soviet energy future or the commitment t o
nuclear power by the Soviet political leadership . This is

a

commitment that has been a long time forming and has demographic ,
geopolitical, economic, organizational, and psychologica l
underpinnings . 5

It is worth noting in this context a poem writte n

in 1954 to commemorate the start-up of the first Sovie t
demonstration power reactor :
Atoms for Peace 6
Read,
Drink with your eyes the lines :
The inevitable came true, the newest o f
the miracles of the earth- The uranium force s
by electric curren t
Over Soviet wires started to run !
And somewhere ,
echoing to hearts inspire d
In this festive--humdrum hour ,
In honor of peac e
new motors began to drone ,
And flashed u p
the lamps of Il'ich .
The river of Tim e
will carry away into silenc e
The cannibal's pyr e
on the island Eniwetok ,
But our Atom of Peace- child of Five-Year Plans ,
For peopl e
will shine for ages ,
What was a dream, a fledgling yesterday ,
Today is trying ou t
its powerful wings .
Glory be to those masters ,
Who, out of the fairy tale s
of the days by gone ,
Created this reality .

4
Even in the aftermath of Chernobyl, official Soviet energ y
forecasts and pronouncements continued to display unbridle d
enthusiasm for and faith in nuclear power . Valery Legasov, th e
late deputy director of the I . V . Kurchatov Institute of Atomi c
Energy, maintained in 1987 that the Soviet energy program goal o f
raising the capacity of nuclear power stations by 400 to 60 0
percent by the end of this century would not be revised in ligh t
of Chernobyl, although the need to enhance the safety of nuclea r
plants made it less likely that the higher target would b e
realized.7 As late as mid-1989 senior Soviet energy officials hel d
to their optimistic forecasts that Soviet nuclear capacity woul d
surpass 100,000 MWe by the year 2000 . 8

Although the government di d

finally scale back the current five year plan (1986-1990) to
total of 36,000 MW e

a

instead of the goal of 44,000 megawatt s

foreseen when the plan was adopted, it reportedly is aiming for

a

30,000 megawatt increase of new nuclear generating capacity in th e
five year plan for 1991-95 . 9

The factors dictating development o f

the nuclear power industry, Soviet officials argue, have no t
changed . Most importantly, "they are linked with the geographica l
distribution of organic fuel sources in the east, while industr y
10
is mainly in the west ."
Because of its location, the Ukraine has become the majo r
center for expansion of the Soviet nuclear power program in th e
1970s and 1980s . Not only is it part of the Soviet industria l
heartland, but its western location makes it the logical regio n
from which to link a number of East European states to the Sovie t
nuclear power grid, thereby reducing East Europe's demands o n
11
Soviet oil .
Since the first Ukrainian nuclear power unit began operatio n
in 1977, fourteen additional reactors have come on-line in the
Ukraine at the Chernobyl, Khmelnytsky, Rovno, South Ukraine an d
Zaporizhia stations . 12
construction . 13

At least five more are unde r

At the beginning of 1986 prior to Chernobyl, th e

total capacity of Ukrainian nuclear plants was 8,880 MW e , or

5
approximately 32 percent of the total nuclear capacity in th e
Soviet Union .
Although this output represents a significan t
accomplishment, it was still we11 below government projections ,
total nuclear power capacity in the Ukraine in 1985 fa11ing te n
14
peroent short of the Eleventh Five Year Plan target (1981-1985) ,
The failure to meet the previous five year plan, however, does no t
appear to have led to a scaling down of plans for the 1986-199 0
period . According to the target figures of the Twelfth Five Yea r
Plan, prepared prior to Chernobyl, the Ukraine was to complet e
construction of nuclear power plants at four sites (Chernobyl ,
Odessa, Zaporizhzhia, and the Crimea) and to bring on-line ne w
units at Khmelnytsky, Rovno, and South Ukraine . 15

In 1986, alone ,
16
Ukrainian nuclear power capacity was to have risen 150 percent .
Not surprisingly, the central position of the Ukraine i n
the Soviet nuclear power expansion program also meant grea t
pressure on those actors charged with meeting the plan's target .
This, in turn, encouraged the resort to high-speed and often shodd y
construction practices at nuclear power plant sites and relianc e
on a workforce whose training was at best suspect . 17

Althoug h

these construction practices were not peculiar to the Ukrainia n
nuclear power program -- and indeed are endemio to the Sovie t
nuclear power industry -- they were accentuated by the existin g
ski11ed labor shortage in the region and by the unreasonabl e
deadlines for plant completion .
The accident at Chernobyl has focused attention o n
construction problems in the Soviet nuclear industry and thei r
safety implications . It would be a mistake, however, to assum e
that Soviet officials were unaware of or unconcerned about nuclea r
safety problems prior to Chernobyl . 18

Indeed, one can find

numerous articles in the Soviet press since the 1970s which ar e
scathing in their criticism of the nuclear power industry . Usuall y
the articles bemoan low worker morale, improper training, errati c
delivery of building material and equipment, shortages of spare
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parts, defective material, and the lack of quality contro l
throughout the manufacturing process . Occasiona11y one also find s
reference to the potential ne g ative impact of the expansion o f
nuclear power on the environment . 19

What is genera11y missing i n

Soviet commentary is explicit discussion of how management an d
construction problems in the nuclear industry relate to nuclea r
safety and the general population's welfare . This is especiall y
the case in articles with a domestic as opposed to an internationa l
audience . Also rarely discussed prior to Chernobyl is the issue o f
the safety risks of siting nuclear power plants near larg e
population centers . 20

Although the Soviets were forced to confron t

this issue after the 1979 nuclear accident at Three Mile Island ,
their reaction generally was to attribute the problem to the natur e
of the American economic system (i .e ., an emphasis on profits ove r
safety) and to dismiss the possibility of a similar accident in th e
Soviet Union . 21

As Vladimir Asmolov, chief of the Safet y

Department at the Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energ y
acknowledges, the question of nuclear safety in the Soviet Unio n
was resolved essentially by the logic "the Soviet nuclear industr y
is safe for the sole reason that . . . it is safe ." Therefore, ther e
was no need to increase investments for nuclear safety . 2 2
Asmolov attributes this complacent attitude to the perio d
of "stagnation" in the Soviet Union and "the production relation s
it engendered," a period in which one could commission a nuclea r
power station with flaws . These flaws in the nuclear powe r
industry, he emphasizes, are not limited to the "poor quality o f
equipment and of installation and construction work ."
include :
the failure to carry out timely scientifi c
research to ensure safety, the poor quality o f
our engineers' training, and penny pinching whe n
it comes to international cooperation . . . . And
finally, it is also the declining quality o f
these stations as AES's [atomic power stations ]
became commonplace . In conditions where th e
economic mechanism only stimulates gross outpu t
indicators, "secondary" consideratins may b e
sacrificed for the sake of improving these

The y
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"important" indicators . And the safety of th e
operation of these power stations 2 as, alas ,
regarded as a "secondary" indicator .
To be sure, this public cavalier attitude toward nuclea r
safety noted by Asmolov and manifest in the Soviet response t o
Three Mile Island, was dictated in part by domestic an d
international political concerns . Given their commitment t o
domestic nuclear power development, Soviet energy planners sough t
to minimize the impact of Three Mile Island on the Soviet program .
The accident also afforded Moscow an opportunity to escalate it s
campaign for a comprehensive nuclear test ban . Prior to Three Mil e
Island, however, this public stance was reinforoed by th e
prevailing view in the Soviet nuclear scientific community that th e
possibility of a severe loss of coolant accident at a Sovie t
nuclear power plant was not credible . 24 This perspective was wel l
expressed by the Chairman of the State Committee on the Utilizatio n
of Atomic Energy, A . M . Petrosyants : "We will build power reactor s
with secondary containment shells for those customers who wan t
25
them, but we do not consider them necessary ."
Experts remain divided today over the question of whethe r
or not a Western style containment shell would have reduce d
radiation damage at Chernobyl . 26 There is also disagreement ove r
the extent to which the accident was the result of management an d
operator errors, reactor design flaws, and the more general Sovie t
approach to nuclear safety . What is clear is that the Chernoby l
nuclear power station was plagued from the outset by constructio n
problems . 27 David Marples' careful survey of the Ukrainian pres s
during the 1970s elicits a number of complaints about the shortag e
of skilled labor, labor discipline, and the quality of constructio n
V.T . Kizima, the plant buildin g
at the Chernobyl plant . 28
department head, acknowledged these problems and describe d
Chernobyl as "the first university of atomic construction at whic h
[the workers] themselves had to discover the solutions t o
problems ." 29 Evidently they did not discover all of them as the
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Ukrainian press continued to report on labor and supply problem s
at Chernobyl . Especially damning and prophetic was an expose i n
the March 1986 periodical Literaturna Ukraina . 30

The author of th e

article, Lyubov Kovalevska, a journalist with the small Prypia t
paper

Tribuna

energetika,

provided detailed descriptions o f

equipment and material shortages, low labor morale, equipmen t
defects, unrealistic building deadlines, and a slackening o f
construction standards . Worse yet, Kovalevska complained, n o
learning was taking place . "The problems of the first energy bloc k
were passed on to the second, from the second to the third, and s o
on ." The failure, she noted, would be repaid, "repaid over decade s
31
to come ."
Approximately one week before the Chernobyl accident ther e
was one additional prescient report pertaining to nuclear safet y
conditions in the Ukraine .

The author was Boris Paton, th e

President of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences . At a genera l
assembly meeting of the Academy, held on April 18, Paton decrie d
the Academy's input into environmental protection in the Ukrain e
and proposed that "a thorough study of the entire complex o f
ecological-economic questions" be undertaken, "using the Chernoby l
32
nuclear power plant as an example ."
Notwithstanding the prophetic, cautionary notes sounded b y
Paton, Kovaleska, and Kizima, the nuclear tragedy that unfolded a t
the Chernobyl nuclear power station on April 26, 1986 has bee n
treated by most Western and Soviet analysts as an isolated an d
totally unanticipated occurrence . 33

Even those most inclined t o

blame the accident on structural defects in the economic an d
political system and to discount the official Soviet explanatio n
of "operator error," generally accept the premise that Chernoby l
was the firs t

significant accident at a Soviet nuclear powe r

facility . T o

the extent that they acknowledge other relevan t

Soviet nuclea r accidents, they usually only cite the 1957 explosio n
of radioactive waste at a nuclear materials production complex a t
Kyshtym in the southern Urals . 34

Even as well-informed an analyst

9
on the Soviet nuclear program as Zhores Medvedev, for example, i n
his analysis of the road to Chernobyl, confines his discussion o f
prior Soviet accidents to this 1957 occurrence, although he allude s
to "several previous accidents" and recognizes the role thei r
coverup played in the unfolding of the Chernobyl tragedy . 3 5
Although still very muoh shrouded in secreoy, evidence i s
increasing that Chernobyl was only the latest and most catastrophi c
in a long series of sometimes fatal accidents at Soviet nuclea r
power facilities . This nuclear history, unreported in an y
systematic fashion in the public record and difficult t o
corroborate, is beginning to appear in bits and pieces in the
Soviet press and in private discussions among U .S . and Sovie t
nuclear scientists .
The most significant events are noted i n
chronological order in Table One, along with relevant sources .

TABLE ONE
A CHRONOLOGY OF REPORTED ACCIDENTS A T
SOVIET NUCLEAR REACTORS PRIOR TO 198 6

May 7, 1966

1971-76

"Uncontrolled prompt-neutron reaction at th e
nuclear power plant with boiling-water reacto r
in the city of Melekess . Dosimeter operato r
the nuclear plan t
and
shift chief of
."
Medvedev ,
irradiated
(Grigorii
(June
1989) ,
"Chernobylskaia Tetrad', "Novyi mir
p . 10 .) Medvedev probably refers to the 50 MW
boiling reactor completed in 1965 at the Atomi c
Reactor Scientific Research Institute i n
Dmitrovgrad, Ulyanovsk Oblast . This was no t
a commercial nuclear power plant, but a pilo t
facility .
Explosion and/or fire variously reported t o
have occurred at the Shevchenko nuclear powe r
plant on the coast of the Caspian Sea . Th e
plant consists of a RBN-350 fast-neutro n
(breeder) reactor that became operational i n
1973 . See "Soviet Breeder Reactor Accident, "
Natur e (March 8, 1974), p . 95 ; Oberg, p . 239 ;
Ze'ev
Wolfson
(Boris
Komarov),
"Some

10
Environmental and Social Aspects of Nuclea r
Power Development in the USSR," Research Pape r
No . 63, The Marjorie Mayrock Center for Sovie t
and East European Research, Hebrew Universit y
(March 1987), p . 23 ; David Satter, "Mosco w
Admits Nuclear Accidents,
Financial Time s
(April 24, 1979), p . 2 ; and Marsha11 Goldman ,
"Nuclear Tragedy, Historical Secrecy,"
Th e
Boston Globe (May 4, 1986), pp . A-17 and A-20 .
David Katsman reports that the Shevchenk o
reactor experienced at least two emergenc y
situations, one in 1974-75 due to leaking i n
natural circulation pipes and one in 1976 du e
to ruptures in the fuel assembly seals . Se e
Katsman, Soviet Nuclear Power Plants
(Fall s
Church, VA : Delphic Associates, 1986), p . 44 .

"

1964-197 9

Repeated ruptures (burning) of fuel assemblie s
of the core of Unit 1 at the Beloyarsk AES .
Medvedev ("Chernobylskaia Tetrad'," p . 10 )
reports that operating personnel wer e
over irradiated in repairing the core of the 10 8
MW light water graphite-moderated reactor ,
which has since been shut down .

January 7, 197 4

"Explosion of the reinforced-concrete gasholde r
which served as a holding tank for radioactiv e
gases in Unit 1 at the Leningrad AES . "
(Medvedev, "Chernobylskaia Tetrad'," p . 10 )

February 6, 1974

Rupture of the intermediate loop of the 1000 M W
RBMK reactor at Unit 1 of the Lenigrad AES .
Medvedev ("Chernobylskaia Tetrad'," p . 10 )
reports that three persons were ki11ed and tha t
highly radioactive water was dumped into th e
environment .

October 1975 "Partial breakdown of the core ('local flaw i n
the metal') at Unit 1 of the Leningrad AES . "
Medvedev ("Chernobylskaia Tetrad'," p . 10 )
reports that 1 .5 million curies of highl y
radioactive radionuclides were released int o
the environment .
March 1976

Accident of unspecified nature, "correcte d
without any lethal consequences" at th e
Leningrad AES . (Yuri Shcherbak in roundtabl e
discussion reported in "The Big Lie," Mosco w
News, No . 42 (1989), p . 8 . See also Medvedev ,
"Chernobylskaia Tetrad'," p . 10

.,

11
1977

Meltdown of half of the fuel assemblies of th e
core of Unit 2 of the 194 MW light wate r
graphite moderated Beloyarsk AES . Medvede v
("Chernobylskaia Tetrad'," p . 10) reports tha t
during repairs, which took about a year, plan t
personnel were overirradiated .

Dec . 31, 1978

Major fire at Unit 2 of the Beloyarsk AES du e
to a short circuit in a power cable . Accordin g
first
to
the
Soviet public
report
in
Sotsialisticheskaya industriya
(October 21 ,
1988), the fire spread to the reactor room an d
caused the roof to oave in . More than 120 0
firemen fought the fire . Oberg (p . 240 )
reports that several firemen were killed befor e
the fire was brought under control . See als o
Medvedev, "Chernobylskaia Tetrad'," pp . 10-1 1
and " 1978 Beloyarskii-2 Fire Reported for Firs t
Time," Nuclear News (January 1989) and Sagers ,
p . 341 ; and Vera Rich, "Fire Threatened Fas t
Reactor Cooling System Says Unofficial Report, "
Nature (January 31, 1980), p . 420 .

January 1980

Complete loss of electrical power at the Kurs k
RBMK nuclear power plant . Flow of coolin g
water dropped to about twenty percent o f
normal, but little damage reported . See Hamman
and Parrot, pp . 102-105, who cite the USSR
State Committee on the Utilization of Atomi c
Energy, The Accident at the Chernobyl Nuclea r
(Annex 2
Power Plant and Its Consequences
(August 1986), pp . 180-181 . Hamman and Parro t
suggest that the Kursk RBMK accident may hav e
prompted
the
ill-fated
experiment
tha t
triggered the Chernobyl accident .

1981

Unspecified
accident at the Rovno AE S
(Wolfson/Komarov, p . 23 and Goldman, p . A-20) .

September 1982

"Rupture of the central fuel assembly of Uni t
1 of the Chernobyl AES because of operato r
errors . Emission of radioactivity into th e
industrial zone and city of Prypiat . . . . "
(Medvedev, "Chernobylskaia Tetrad'," p . 11) .

October 1982 Generator explosion and turbine room fire a t
Unit 1 of the Armenian AES . Medvede v
("Chernobylskaia Tetrad'," p . 11) reports tha t
most of the operating personnel fled, leavin g
the reactor without adequate supervision .

12
June 27, 1985 Accident at Unit 1 (1000 MW pressurized wate r
reactor) of the Balakova AES involving the blo w
up of a safety valve during startup an d
adjustment
operations .
Medvede v
("Chernobylskaia Tetrad'," p . 11) reports tha t
fourteen people were ki11ed and attributes th e
accident to "unusual haste and nervousnes s
following mistakes by inexperienced operatin g
personnel . "
Although former Soviet minister of Power an d
Electrification, P . S . Neporozhny, admitted to a group of visitin g
U .S . congressmen in 1979 that the Soviet Union had experienced tw o
accidents, as we11 as a series of fires at undisclosed nuclea r
stations, prior to the 1986 Chernobyl accident, the Soviet Unio n
did not officially acknowledge the occurrence of any nuclear power related accidents . 36

In the words of Androvnik Petrosyants ,

Chairman of the USSR State Committee for the Utilization of Atomi c
Energy at the time of the Chernobyl disaster, "We have no accident s
which would give rise to anxiety among people and set them agains t
37
the development of nuclear power engineering ."
Recent testimony from past and present Soviet nuclea r
engineers suggests that not only were accidents at nuclear powe r
plants not reported to the Soviet people, they were concealed fro m
personnel at the country's nuclear power plants . Yuri Shcherbak ,
for example, cites a document written by A . Yadrikhinskii, a n
engineer responsible for industrial safety at the Kursk Nuclea r
Power Station, which suggests that information about the 197 6
accident at the RBMK reactor in Leningrad was classified becaus e
the reactor belonged to the Ministry of Medium Machine Building an d
was not conveyed to anyone servicing similar reactors at th e
Chernobyl Nuclear Power Station . 38

Grigorii Medvedev, who worke d

for many years in the nuclear power industry, believes thi s
attitude toward secrecy was the norm rather than the exception an d
set the stage for the Chernobyl tragedy . 39

Indeed, one might poin t

to secrecy and the Soviet nuclear power program's aversion t o
unpleasant news as a major contributory factor in the Chernobyl
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accident . As Zhores Medvedev caustica11y observes ,
Sma11 mishaps were concealed from their superior s
by operators and local engineers and often no t
even recorded in the operational ]ogs . Mor e
serious accidents and shutdowns were covered u p
by the nuclear plant administrators because al l
their bonuses and rewards depended upon goo d
records . Construction and design faults wer e
covered up by the ministerial and atomio energ y
bureaucracies, which had vested interests in th e
good image of the nuclear industry . Really majo r
accidents, like the Kyshtym nuclear disaste rin
the Urals . . . were covered up by the government .
When viewed against the backdrop of secrecy and denial tha t
"protected" the Soviet nuclear power program since its inception ,
the 1986 accident at Chernobyl appears less surprising and eve n
more tragic . Chernobyl was unprecedented in its severity . It wa s
not, however, an isolated event, nor should it have been totall y
unanticipated .
PART II . ASSESSING SYSTEM PERFORMANC E

It has been reported that as many as half a million peopl e
from all over the Soviet Union were mobilized to deal with th e
consequences of the accident at Chernobyl . 41

This figure include s

representatives from such diverse professions as coal mining, fir e
fighting, dosimetry, hydrometeorology, statistics, engineering ,
transportation, communications, veterinary medicine, tunne l
construction, aviation, economics, computer science, and th e
military . Indeed, simply to list all of the professions and thei r
corresponding institutional ties -- at the national, Ukrainia n
republic, and local levels -- not to mention a description of thei r
performance -- would yield a report of unwieldy size . 42

The focu s

in this section of the report, consequently, is limited to a numbe r
of the more important institutional actors at different levels wh o
had to cope with the disaster shortly after its onset .
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UKRAINIAN LEADERSHIP PERFORMANC E
Table Two presents a list of some of the significan t
organizational actors in the Ukraine at the republican level an d
below who were involved in the aftermath of the Chernobyl accident .
TABLE TW O
UKRAINIAN ORGANIZATIONS INVOLVED I N
AFTERMATH OF THE CHERNOBYL ACCIDEN T
1 . The Ministry for Internal Affairs (MIA) and it s
(a) Main Directorate for Firefighting and correspondin g
oblast, city, and raion firefighting brigades ;
(b)

State Auto Inspection (SAI) Department and it s

corresponding lower-level divisions ;
(c)

Militia and corresponding oblast, city and raio n

divisions ;
2 . Ministry of Health and the corresponding obl-, gor-, and raizdravotdely . The latter include medical-sanitary departments ,
hospitals, and emergency services ;
3 . Ministry for Power and Electrification and the subordinat e
organization, -- the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Station (ChNPS) ;
4 . Organizations of the Ukrainian Communist Party at the level s
of :
(a) Kiev oblast committee (obkom) ;
(b) Kiev city committee (gorkom) ;
(c) Prypiat gorkom ;
(d) Chernobyl raion committee (raikom) ;
(e) Borodiansky raikom ;
(f) Polisky raikom ;
(g) Ivankivsky raikom ;
(h) Makarivsky raikom ;
(i) ChNPS party organization ;
5 . Komsomol organizations :
(a) Prypiat gorispolkom ;
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(b) Chernobyl raion executive committee (raiispolkom) ;
(c) Borodiansky raiispolkom ;
(d) Ivankivsky raiispolkom ;
(e) Makarivsky raiispolkom ;
(f) Polisky raiispolkom ;
7. Prypiat civil defense organization .
8. ChNPS Authoritie s
(a) Machine sho p
(b) Reactor shop
(c) Reactor control cente r
(d) Central monitoring unit (SKALA )
(e) Electric sho p
(f) Coolant sho p
(g) Turbogenerator sho p
In order to assess the performance of those Ukrainia n
institutional actors, it is necessary to compare their actua l
performance with the behavior they were supposed to exhibit . An
effort is made to do this with respect to four issues : reportin g
the accident, fire fighting, provision of medical aid, an d
evacuation of the local population .
Kto-komu or Who Told Who m
Each Soviet nuclear power station is a complex organizatio n
that consists of one or more power units with their own workshop s
and support services . In April 1986, the Chernobyl Nuclear Powe r
Station had four reactors and, correspondingly, four power units ,
with two other units under oonstruotion . Each of these units, i n
turn, appears to have been supported by a machine shop, reacto r
shop, reactor control center, electric shop, coolant shop ,
turbogenerator shop, and a central computer-based monitorin g
Typically, these shops had different heads for eac h
service .
shift . Each power unit also had its own chief engineer ,
subordinate to the chief engineer of the power station and th e
station director .
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At the time of the accident, the Chernobyl Nuclear Powe r
Station (ChNPS), like all Soviet nuclear power stations, reporte d
to and was supervised by the a11-Union Ministry of Power an d
Electrification . Additional all-Union bodies with forma l
supervisory functions concerning plant safety at Chernobyl wer e
the State Committee for the Supervision of the Safe Conduct of Wor k
in the Nuclear Power Industry (under the supervision of the Counci l
of Ministers), the State Nuclear Safety Inspection, and the Stat e
Sanitary Inspection (under the supervision of the Minstry of Publi c
43
Health .
The first to learn that something was wrong with the fourt h
reactor at the ChNPS were those directly involved in th e
experiment . The Soviet report to the IAEA reveals that at 1 :23 AM
the shift manager of the plant gave the command to press the scra m
button for the emergency release of the control rods into th e
reactor core . After a few seconds a number of shocks were felt i n
the control room, and the operator noticed that the control rod s
had stopped before reaching the bottom ends . He therefor e
deactivated the rods to let them fall by their own weight . A t
about 1 :24 AM, witnesses who were outside of the fourth uni t
reported hearing two explosions, one after another ; hot fragment s
and sparks flew up above the unit and started a fire on the roo f
44
of the turbogenerator room .
According to the general rules for emergencies, thos e
responsible at any given moment for work and for the safety of th e
people and property at an administrative, industrial or economi c
unit should first undertake steps to protect the people an d
property and second should report immediately to the next highe r
level of adminstration, which, in turn, should follow the sam e
procedure . Thus, following the explosions, the shift manage r
should have informed plant personnel on the state of alert .
However, he neglected his direct responsibilities and for that wa s
accused during the trial . 45

As a result of this breach of rules ,

at least 400 people who were present at the ChNPS did not receive
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timely warning of the nature of the accident .
Even the operators of the centralized monitoring syste m
("SKALA") at the 4th reactor which was located at the sam e
building, though on a different floor, only knew that manipulation s
unforeseen by the experiment had taken place . Then a genera l
blackout followed, and the operators sought to save their ow n
computer system . They had no time to explore the reasons for th e
blackout and were not informed officially of the accident, whic h
was not clearly revealed to them by their computer monitor nor wa s
directly apparent to them due to the controlled, "greenhouse-like "
conditions of the room in which they worked . 4 7
Confounding the situation at Unit 4 and leading t o
unnecessary loss of life was the unwillingness of deputy chie f
engineer for operations

(A . Dyatlov), who was in the control roo m

of Unit 4 at the time of the accident, to believe that the reacto r
had actually been destroyed . 48

Dyatlov consequently marshalle d

efforts to save the reactor and propagated the false informatio n
to his supervisors, unit engineer N . Fomin and plant director V .
Brukhanov, who were only too willing to embrace the mistaken news .
The myth of the intact reactor, in turn, was conveyed to Mosoo w
when Brukhanov called Vladimir Maryin, CPSU Central Committe e
deputy secretary for the nuclear power industry at his home at 3
AM on the 26th . 4 9
Dosimetrists at the plant also became aware of the acciden t
at an early stage because their radiation monitoring equipment wen t
berserk

(zashkalilo - literally, off-scale) . When they sought t o

notify the plant administration of the accident (it is not clea r
from various accounts whether the chief engineer or the safety
engineer was contacted), the news allegedly was not acted upo n
immediately because proper reporting procedures specified that a
shift manager (not a dosimetrist) was supposed to make acciden t
reports . 50

Dosimetrists also were hampered in their efforts t o

report on the radiation situation by the unavailability o f
appropriate radiometers . Those that might have been of use were
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locked up in an inaccessible region of the plant, and those at han d
51
either had too limited a range or malfunctioned .
As was the cas e
with respect to the destruction of the reactor, Brukhanov als o
refused to believe the unsettling news about radiation reported t o
him by the plant's civil defense chief - the one person at th e
reactor site who had a radiometer with a fairly high scale .
According to the testimony of a duty officer from the dosimetr y
department, Brukhanov's response to the civil defense chief's new s
that he was getting readings above 250 roentgens at various place s
in the unit was, "Your instrument is broken . . . . You figure ou t
your instrument or throw it on the dust heap ." 52

Brukhanov thu s

reported to Moscow that not only was the reactor in Unit 4 intact ,
but that "the radiation situation [was] within normal limits ." 5 3
Although it is not clear who first informed the director o f
the ChNPS, Victor Brukhanov, -- definitely not the shift manage r
who was supposed to do so -- he soon learned of the accident an d
was on the scene within about an hour . 54

According to extan t

procedures for accidents, Brukhanov, or somebody acting on hi s
behalf, was supposed to notify all nuclear power station personne l
and order them to report to work immediately . One can infer fro m
numerous Soviet press accounts that the heads of all th e
departments, shifts, machine shops, electric shops, constructio n
sites, and other plant services were contacted and instructed t o
5
inform their subordinates and to report to work immediately . 5
56
They began to arrive by 4 :30-5 AM .
Standard emergency procedures also called for the head o f
the power station to communicate directly with his ministeria l
supervisor at the Ministry of Power and Electrification in Mosco w 5 7
and with party officials (the first secretary of the Prypiat gorko m
and, most likely, given the importance of the Chernobyl plant fo r
the republic's economy, the first secretaries of the Kiev gorko m
and obkom) . There is considerable evidence that these procedure s
of emergency communication were followed . It is apparent fro m
press reports, for example, that most of the relevant party
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officials in Prypiat and Kiev were informed soon after th e
accident.58

The first secretary of the Prypiat gorkom, A . S .

Gamanyuk, arrived at the plant in a couple of hours, even thoug h
he had been in the hospital . 59

The Prypiat chairman of th e

gorispolkom, Voloshko, also was quickly informed and was at th e
station around 2 :30 AM . 60

Even the second secretary of the Kie v

obkom of the Ukrainian Communist Party was in Prypiat before 10 A M
to hold a meeting with local authorities . 61

We also know tha t

Brukhanov ca11ed Maryin in Moscow at 3 AM and that the USSR Deput y
Minister for Power and Electrification, Shasharin, was als o
notified about the same time . 62

The fact that Brukhanov was no t

charged during his trial for failure to follow standard reportin g
procedures also suggests that he notified the proper parties .
The firefighting service also was informed almos t
immediately after the accident . Various sources report the aler t
signal was received by Firefighting Brigade 2 -- a special uni t
servicing the ChNPS -- at either 1 :27 or 1 :28 . 63

Because th e

signal came from the nuclear power station, it had to be treate d
as the highest degree of alarm and compelled them immediately t o
alert the firefighting brigades at Prypiat (Brigade 6) and
headquarters in Kiev . Brigade 2 arrived at the plant at 1 :30 AN ,
and the Pripyat firefighters arrived five minutes later . 64
AM the Chief of Directorate for Internal Affairs (DIA),

At 1 :4 0
V. M.

Korniichuk, arrived at DIA headquarters and ordered th e
65
implementation of the plan for the highest degree of fire alert .
This entailed sending fire engines from the Chernobylsky ,
Ivankivsky, and Polisky regions to the NPS .
Another body that was notified right after the accident wa s
the Prypiat medical service . The city ambulance of the Pripya t
medical-sanitary department (MSD) 126 was at the accident site a t
1 :30 AN, but only with a doctor's, assistant . The assistan t
requested a doctor's presence at 1 :40 AM, and a Dr . Valentin
Belokon arrived at the station at 1 :50 AN . By 2 :30 AM the deputy
chief of the MSD 126, Pecherytsa had arrived at the department's
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headquarters and transmitted information to the department chief ,
V . A . Leonenko . 66

The Medical Department of the Ministry of Healt h

also was informed of the accident within the space of several hour s
although the precise time is uncertain . In any case, by 4 :30-5 A M
ambulances from the closest raions (Chernobylsky, Polisky, an d
Ivankivsky) had rushed to the accident scene . 6 7
It should be noted that other important organizations whic h
should have been among the first informed were not officiall y
notified before Saturday afternoon . They include the Prypiat civi l
defense headquarters and the Prypiat gorkom of the Komsomo l
organizations . 68

Another prominent Prypiat figure, the deput y

chairman of the gorispolkom, Yesaulov, who was responsible fo r
transport, means of communication, roads, and medicine also was no t
informed through official channels although he learned of th e
accident quite early by chance and decided to inform the chief o f
the Prypiat civil defense . 6 9
The Immediate Respons e
According to the major all-Union and republic leve l
newspapers, the firefighters who first received the alar m
understood the nature of the situation from the outset and acte d
accordingly . In fact, however, the firefighters do not appear t o
have known about the radiation danger they would encounter or ho w
to deal with it . This is indicated by their lack of protectiv e
clothing and handling equipment, their careless handling o f
radioactive material as they bravely fought the fire, and th e
70
testimony of participant-observers at the scene of the fire .
Nevertheless, they managed first to contain the spread of the fir e
71
and then to put it out by 5 :00 AM
The ChNPS medical service unit that was first engaged i n
providing assistance to the victims at Chernobyl . also did no t
receive prompt information on the nature of the accident . When i t
arrived on the scene, therefore, it did not have appropriat e
medicine or protective clothing . The doctor's assistant who first
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arrived at the site, for example, saw an operator who suffered fro m
steam burns and ca11ed headquarters asking for a doctor's help an d
narcotics appropriate for steam burns . 72

It was only after Dr .

Belokon saw the accident victims himself (around 2 :40 AM) that h e
concluded that they suffered from radiation sickness . Although h e
communioated this information to his superior, it was not unti l
3 :30-4 AM when the victims started to arrive at the medica l
headquarters that the department chief and deputy chief believe d
his diagnosis . 73

Unfortunately, even then, they could not mee t

Belokon's request for iodide tablets and respirators because th e
former were available in only a very limited quantity, and th e
latter were not there at all . 7 4
Despite the initial delay in correctly assessing th e
situation, the medical services in Prypiat (and later in Kiev an d
in the Kiev oblast) made the necessary preparations to treat th e
victims of acute radiation and to examine those in less sever e
conditions . The doctors organized dosimetric monitoring of people ,
cattle, food, and drinking water in the region and als o
disseminated information on nuclear hygiene . In order to fulfil l
these enormous tasks, 1300 doctors, nurses, doctors' assistants ,
and last-year medical students were mobilized into 240 emergenc y
75
brigades .
Shortly after the firefighters and medical personnel a t
Prypiat realized the radiation danger and transmitted informatio n
about it to their superiors, another institution independently
learned of the radiation at the ChNPS . While taking measurements ,
the chief of the Chernobyl meteorological station, Z . J . Kordyk ,
noted extremely high radiation levels . Although unaware of th e
accident at that time, in accordance with standard procedures sh e
76
sent the information immediately to the republic Gidromettsentr .
Therefore, by 6-7 AM Kiev city, oblast, and republican leaders ha d
multiple and independent sources of data on radiation levels aroun d
the nuclear plant .
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In a paper presented at an IAEA workshop in 1980, a Sovie t
officia] described the organization for accident management a t
77
nuclear power stations .
"At the top of the managemen t
o r g anization is a 'coordination center' involving both governmen t
authorities and plant personnel" and divided into five section s
corresponding to the fo11owing problem areas :
- constant surveillance of the operating conditions of th e
power plan t
- radiation oontro l
- dosimetric inspection of the territory around the plan t
and the environmental protection zon e
- protection of the population and provisional evacuation ,
if necessar y
-

medical aid for the population and plant personnel ,

including iodine prophylaxis . 7 8
Presumably a similar plan was in effect at the ChNPS because durin g
the trial the former director of the plant was charged with no t
implementing it . 7 9
Although the plant director may have had overal l
responsibility for seeing that the accident management plan wa s
operational, the planning itself should have been closel y
coordinated with the civil defense system . 80

It is therefor e

surprising that the person directly resonsible for the evacuatio n
plan, the chief of the Prypiat civil defense department, onl y
learned of the accident by chance . Also odd was his behavior afte r
he learned of the accident . Instead of going directly to the sit e
to assess the situation personally and to see that- appropriat e
measures were taken, he rushed to the gorispolkom to see its deput y
chief, Yesaulov, who at that moment did not have any precis e
information on the accident . Only after the arrival of th e
chairman of the gorispolkom, Voloshko, who had been at the acciden t
site, did the chief of civil defense learn of the radiation hazard .
Moreover, according to Shcherbak's account, he was then uncertai n
what to do . 81

The decision to start washing the streets, it seems,
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was a sensible one but not based on the implementation of an y
specific contingenoy plan . It was also impeded by the lack o f
adequate equipment . The city of 50,000 inhabitants had only fou r
82
sprinkler trucks .
In the absence of more corroborating information one mus t
be cautious not to overinterpret the evidenoe . The picture tha t
emerges from the available data, however, suggests that Prypia t
simply did not have the neoessary equipment, medication, or traine d
personnel to implement the designated accident management plan .
Effective implementation also was impeded by the tendenoy o f
Ukrainian authorities to channel information (and responsibilit y
for action) up the organizational chain of oommand rather tha n
83
acting directly on information as it became available .
To be sure, those professionals trained in emergenc y
procedures, such as firefighters and medios, responded well, fo r
the most part, to the post accident situation . Indeed, the firs t
parties to respond did so heroically and often intelligently . Th e
response, however, generally appears to have been

ad

boc,

rather

than according to preconceived emergency procedures .
TheEvacution
Another major task which involved most of the institutiona l
actors under examination in this study was the protection an d
evacuation of people from Prypiat . Soviet sources identify th e
following measures to be taken after nuclear aooidents of the mos t
severe kind :
- limit stay in the open ai r
- limit consumption of contaminated foo d
- use iodine as prophylaxi s
- provide temporary shelte r
- decontaminate skin and clothing . 8 4
In the case of Prypiat, a city of 50,000, additiona l
evacuation tasks included prevention of traffic tie-ups, sealin g
off the area from tourists and curiosity-seekers, provison of means
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of transport for the evacuation, clean-up of the contaminated area ,
and prevention of panic among the populace . Local party, soviet ,
civil defense, and Komsomol organizations and different division s
of the MIA were supposed to fulfill these tasks .
The first task noted above -- limiting exposure in the ope n
air -- required informing the residents of Prypiat of the acciden t
and the dangers of spending time outdoors . The Kiev party obkom ,
however, chose not to inform the population of Prypiat on Apri l
26th . 85

At the meeting of Prypiat party and Komsomol leaders an d

city aktiv, held at 10 AM on the 26th, before the arrival of an y
Moscow officials, V . G . Malomuzh -- the second secretary of th e
Kiev obkom and a member of the Central Committee of the Ukrainia n
Communist Party -- gave orders that everything should be done t o
ensure the normal life of Prypiat citizens . 86

As a consequence ,

that Saturday, children went to school and had their regula r
activities, including outdoor Pioneer meetings and physica l
training ; soccer games were held (one only several blocks from th e
Chernobyl power station) ; shops were open and filled with people ;
and weddings were celebrated . 87

The party/city aktiv, for the mos t

part, it should be pointed out, also were unaware of the level o f
radiation on Saturday and, while assisting in measures to cope wit h
the accident, spent time outdoors and were exposed unnecessaril y
to radiation . 88

Neither the chief of the Prypiat medical-sanitar y

department who knew of the radiation danger, nor the chief of civi l
defense, who probably did not know, raised the issue of adherin g
89
strictly to the five standard safety guidelines previously noted .
It is difficult because of conflicting reports to determin e
who was most responsible for the decision to delay the evacuation .
Yuri Shcherbak clearly places the blame on the Ukrainia n
leadership . 90

There is some recent testimony, however, tha t

suggests that officials monitoring the accident in Moscow, rathe r
than (or in addition to) local authorities, initially oppose d
requests for evacuation .

Such a request by Brukhanov on th e

morning of April 26 reportedly was refused with the explanation
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that nothing along those lines should be done until Shcherbin a
arrived, and that panic should be avoided . 91

According to Grigori i

Medvedev, one participant in a meeting of the Prypiat CPSU gorko m
on the evening of the 26th testifies that MVD Major General Bedrov ,
who had spent the early morning hours at the nuclear plant ,
recommended evacuation . He reportedly was admonished by th e
Minister of Power and Electrification (A . Mayorets) who exolaimed ,
"Why are you telling me all this about evacuation . . . . The reaoto r
has to be shut down and everything stopped . The radiation wil l
92
return to normal ."
Mayorets is reported to have reiterated hi s
opposition to the evacuation at the same meeting when it wa s
advocated by a representative of the USSR Ministry of Health . 9 3
Medvedev also cites the testimony of former USSR deputy ministe r
for power and electrification, Gennadyi Shasharin, to the effec t
that Shcherbina also opposed early evacuation . Shasharin, who was
one of the first officials from Moscow to see for himself that th e
reactor had been destroyed, allegedly approached Shcherbina befor e
an evening meeting on the 26th and urged immediate evacuation, onl y
to receive a rebuff . 94

Nevertheless, sometime around 10 or 11 P M

on the night of the 26th, Shcherbina agreed that evacuation wa s
95
necessary and should be begun on the 27th .
At 12 noon on April 27 evacuation information was firs t
broadcast on the local radio -- two hours before the start of th e
evacuation . 96

At that time many citizens were outdoors enjoyin g

the good weather or working at their garden plots . During th e
actual evacuation the militia, who assisted the gorkoms of th e
party and Komsomol, instructed the evacuees to leave thei r
apartments while the people responsible for the evacuatio n
collected information on their names, age, and other persona l
data . 97

As a rule, this procedure took about sixty to ninet y

minutes, during which time many of the evacuees, especiall y
children, wandered outdoors where they received additional exposur e
to radiation . 98
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The tasks of preventing panic and assuring the free flow o f
traffic to and from Prypiat fe11 to several divisions of th e
Ministry of Internal Affairs . The first task was executed by unit s
of the militia (with the assistance of local party and Komsomo l
workers), while the second was performed by the State Aut o
Inspection division . During the night and early mornin g of Apri l
26-27 local militiamen, by order of the deputy chief of th e
Ukrainian MIA, Berdov, determined the number of apartmen t
buildings, private houses, and doorways in each building, in orde r
to know how many buses were needed for evacuation . On April 27 ,
1,100 buses from Kiev moved to Prypiat, and at 2 PM each of the m
drove up to an assigned building . 99

According to Soviet witnesses ,

the evacuation was well organized and was accomplished in two t o
three hours . For the most part there was no panic, probabl y
because people did not know the extent of the danger . There ar e
some reported instances of panic, however, when people tried t o
leave the city on their own, sometimes going in the direction o f
100
the highest levels of radiation ,
In order to prevent panic th e
Kiev obkom representative in Prypiat only gave two hours warnin g
of the evacuation and propagated the lie that the evacuees woul d
only be gone for a short period of time and need not tak e
10 1
provisions of food or clothes for more than three days .
State Auto Inspection units also organized the smooth flo w
of traffic to and from Prypiat very professiona11y . Virtually from
the onset of the accident the roads leading to the city were close d
to all private vehicles . This was necessary because the area i s
famous for its recreation places and attracts hundreds o f
vacationers during the spring and summer months . As was proudl y
reported later in the Soviet press, there was not a single traffi c
jam before and during the evacuation thanks to the efforts of th e
102
SAI .
The evacuation also required that the evacuees receiv e
temporary shelter . The solution to this problem was provided b y
the party and local soviet organizations of Polisky, Makarivsky,
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Borodiansky, and Ivankivsky raions . When they were informed tha t
it was decided by Kiev oblast authorities to move evacuees to thei r
raions, the local leaders made a radio appeal to their listener s
to accommodate the people from Prypiat . In addition, to assur e
that virtually each house would accommodate some of the evacuees ,
the party, raion, Komsomol, and village activists organized doo r
to door visits, persuading the owners to accept as many people fro m
103
Prypiat as possible .
Unfortunately, the speed that was achieve d
in resettling the evacuees was not matched by safety . Sinoe th e
people from Prypiat were moved to villages and raion oenters nea r
Prypiat, they too turned out to be contaminated, and in a coupl e
10 4
of days the evacuees had to be resettled in more distant areas .
Decontamination of skin, clothes, cars, tools, and differen t
equipment was organized at an early stage, initially by the medica l
services which were the first to understand that they were dealin g
with radiation, then by SAI units on the roads to and from Prypiat .
They organized mobile showers and stations to clean people an d
objects from the contaminated areas . Although generally thes e
efforts appear to have been well handled, there are some report s
10 5
of insufficient numbers of showers and cleaning stations .
There are contradictory reports with respect to iodid e
prophylaxis . Soviet delegates at an IAEA meeting have indicated
that virtually all peasants in the area enthusiastically too k
106
potassium iodide tablets,
This would imply that the Soviet s
had in place a plan for the distribution of adequate quantities o f
the tablets . 107

Other Soviet sources, however, indicate that ther e

were insufficient quantities of iodide tablets availabl e
10 8
immediately after the accident .
POLITICAL REPERCUSSION S
What is perhaps most striking given the magnitude of th e
Chernobyl disaster and its political fallout abroad, is th e
relatively minor direct political impact its had domestioally . Thi s
impact can be seen primarily in the creation of several new
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administrative organs in the nuclear energy sector, the remova l
and/or reprimanding of a number of senior government officials wit h
responsibilities in the energy-nuclear safety sector ,109 the purg e
of a relatively few low level party members ,110 and the trial and
conviction of five former members of the Chernobyl nuclear powe r
station (including its former director) and a former stat e
inspector from the USSR State Committee for Safety in the Atomi c
111
Power Industry .
The position of the Ukrainian Eirst Part y
Secretary, Volodymyr Shcherbitsky, however, did not appear to hav e
been substantially affected by the nuclear accident, despite man y
predictions by Soviet-watchers in the West that he would be mad e
a scapegoat for Chernobyl and notwithstanding the fact that he wa s
criticized sharply for other shortcomings before his removal i n
11 2
September 1989 .
To be sure, the final chapter on the political repercussion s
113
of Chernobyl may not have been written .
The ecology-minde d
Congress of Peoples' Deputies and the newly oonstituted Suprem e
Soviet seem intent upon reappraising the Soviet nuclear energ y
114
program and insisting upon greater safety measures .
It i s
nevertheless appropriate to ask why the direct politica l
repercussions to date have been so limited .
It is possible to develop an argument that the senio r
Ukrainian political leadership should have been held responsibl e
for at least some of the difficulties relating to the post-acciden t
evacuation, medical service, and clean-up . Although the evideno e
is not clear cut, and counter arguments consistent with other bit s
of information can be made, Shcherbitsky was vulnerable to th e
charges of detachment during the crisis, failure to see that th e
population received timely information about radioactivity in th e
region, and of negligence in not ordering a more immediat e
evacuation . These charges, in fact, were leveled against some o f
Shcherbitsky's subordinates, including the first secretary of th e
Kiev oblast committee, Hryhorii Revenko and the second secretar y
115
of the Kiev obkom, V . H . Malomuzh,
What may have afforded
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Shcherbitsky some protection was his tolerance of criticism of th e
construction of nuclear power plants in the Ukraine and his prio r
record of support for more attention to environmental protection .
According to one account that cannot be confirmed but has a numbe r
of adherents among Soviet specialists in the U .S . government ,
Shcherbitsky also may have gained some leverage by independentl y
notifying Moscow as soon as he learned of the accident, only to b e
told that he should do nothing and that Mosoow would take care o f
things . Regardless of the aocuracy of the aforementioned account ,
several other factors help to explain his continuation in offic e
for over three years after Chernobyl and the reluctance of th e
Kremlin to search very actively -- especially in high places -- fo r
culprits . They pertain to Shcherbitsky's ski11s in managing ethni c
issues in the Ukraine, his role as an active promoter of nuclea r
power develoment in the republic, and the more general problem o f
reassuring the public that nuclear power is safe and that Chernoby l
was an isolated occurrence resulting primarily from operato r
errors .
David Marples probably overstates the case and exaggerate s
Shcherbitsky's signficance as a symbol by arguing that "Had
Shcherbitksy fallen casualty to Chernobyl, not only would th e
program for nuclear power development have been imperiled, but th e
public may have perceived his removal as preoisely an attaok o n
current energy policy . 116

He is correct, however, in highlightin g

the importance the Soviet leadership attaches to nuclear power an d
its concern in the aftermath of Chernobyl that the accident no t
serve as the catalyst for anti-nuclear sentiment as did the Thre e
Mile Island nuclear accident in the United States . In thi s
respect, both the trial and the Soviet report to the Internationa l
Atomic Energy Agency served the same purpose of safeguarding th e
future of nuclear power development by isolating the causes of th e
accident ("human error") and exonerating the system -- and all o f
the government and party organizations and individuals -- whic h
117
made the aocident possible, if not likely, to occur .
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NATIONAL LEADERSHIP PERFORMANC E
Reference already has been made in the preceding section t o
certain individual and organizational actors at the national leve l
who were active in the aftermath of Chernobyl . A list of the mor e
significant national institutions that played a part in th e
Chernobyl crisis is provided in Table Three . The remainde r
of this section focuses on two of these actors : the CPSU Politbur o
and the government commission it set up to deal wit h
118
the Chernobyl accident,
An effort also is made to address th e
individual role played by Mikhail Gorbachev in the crisis and th e
manner in which the Soviet media was mobilized .
TABLE THREE
NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS INVOLVED IN TH E
AFTERMATH OF THE CHERNOBYL ACCIDEN T
1. Politbur o
2. Party Control Committee of the Central Committee of CPS U
3 . Council of Ministers of the USS R
(a .) Government Commission
4. Ministry of Defens e
(a .) The General Staf f
5. Academy of Science s
(a .) Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energ y
6. Ministry of Internal Affairs of the USS R
7. Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the USS R
8. Ministry of Power and Electrificatio n
(a.) Atomic Power Stations (Glavatomenergo )
(b.) Construction of Atomic Power Station s
(Glavatomenergostroi )
(c.) Iuzhatomenergostro i
(d.) Iuzhatomenergotran s
(e.) Scientific Research Institute "Gidroproekt"
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(f.) Iuzhteploenergomontaz h
(g.) Slavutichatomenergostro i
9 . State Committee for Utilization of Atomic Energ y
10 . The State Committee for Safety in the Atomic Power Industr y
(Go sat Gosatomenergonadzor
)
11 . Ministry of Medium Machine Buildin g
12 . State Committee for Hydrometeorology and Environmental Contro l
13 . State Planning Committee (Gosplan )
14 . A11-Union Central Council of Trade Unions (VTsSPS )
15 . Academy of Medical Science s
(a .) All-Union Scientific Research Institute of Biophysic s
16 . Ministry of Healt h
(a.) Sanitary Epidemiological Main Administratio n
17 .
18 .
19 .

(b.) Institute of Radiological Medicin e
Gossna b
Ministry of the Coal Industr y
USSR Supreme Cour t
(a .) Criminal Cases Collegiu m
USSR Procurac y
State Committee for Labor and Social Problems

20 .
21 .
22 . State Committee for Cinematograph y
23 . Ministry of the Fish Industr y
24 . Ministry of Civil Aviatio n
25 . State Agroindustrial Committe e
(a.) Livestock Production and Processing Departmen t
(b.) Agrochemical servic e
26 . Ministry of Higher and Secondary Specialized Educatio n
27 . Industrial Association "Kombinat "
The Politbur o
The information first released by Soviet governmen t
spokesmen sought to portray the Politburo as the victim of tard y
and misleading information from local authorities . Valentin Falin ,
director of the Novosti News Agency, for example, told the West
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German magazine

Der

Spiegel

that Gorbachev did not receive

a

detailed account of the accident until the government commissio n
headed by Shcherbina made a report on April 28th and that th e
initial news
11 9
inaccurate .

the Politburo received was

incomplete an d

The recent account of the accident sequence and th e
government's response by Grigorii Medvedev lends credence to th e
interpretation that officials in Moscow -- at least until th e
evening of the 26th -- may have been operating under the fals e
impression that the accident at Chernobyl did not involve actua l
destruction of the reactor at Unit 4 . During the afternoon an d
evening of the 26th, however, different teams from Moscow began t o
arrive in Prypiat and presumably coveyed their own first-han d
impressions of the disaster to their respective agencies . Thes e
teams included not only civilian specialists representin g
Soyuzatomenergo, the Kurchatov Institute, Gidroproyekt, NIKIET (th e
chief designer of the RBMK reactor), the Ministry of Health, th e
Ministry of Medium Machine Building, Soyuzenergomontazh, CPS U
Central Committee sector for nuclear power, and the Ministry o f
Power and Electrification, but also senior representatives of th e
Soviet Defense Council, the Ministry of Internal Affairs, and th e
armed forces . 120

There is no reason to assume that any of thes e

institutions (and certainly not all of them) neglected to channe l
the information they received from their representatives in th e
field to the General Secretary .
The receipt of accurate information, while a necessar y
condition for rational decisionmaking does not assure a n
appropriate response . In the case of Politburo decisionmakin g
during the Chernobyl crisis, lack of accurate information from th e
field was probably of less consequence than the absence of wel l
defined standard operating procedures for ooping with a majo r
nuclear accident . By excluding the possibility of an accident o f
the magnitude and type of Chernobyl, Soviet nuclear power an d
safety specialists following the "caution to the wind" nuclear
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philosophy of the political leadership, effectively deprived th e
Politburo of any preoonceived plan for managing the Chernoby l
accident . 121

The absence of plans for a Chernobyl-like disaste r

also must have increased the psychological shock of the event fo r
2
members of the Politburo . 12
Determination of the tasks performed by the Politburo as a
body with respect to Chernobyl is complicated by the different hat s
worn by many of its members . It is diffioult to discern, fo r
example, in what capacity Ryzhkov visited the site of the acciden t
as representative of a Politburo working group or as Chairma n
of the Council of Ministers .
As best we can discern, the initial Politburo response t o
news of the accident at Chernobyl was to form both a governmen t
commission to investigate the situation and to create a Chernoby l
working group of the Politburo under the direction of Nikola i
123
Ryzhkov,
The Politburo at this time also may have instructe d
other organizations and ministries to set up operational groups t o
implement the Government Commission's decisions .
Another early issue considered by the Politburo must hav e
concerned how to deal with media coverage of the accident . I f
indeed Politburo members initially thought the accident did no t
involve destruction of the reactor and extraordinary radiatio n
conditions, they may have believed that it was possible to contai n
news of the event as had been done with prior nuclear accidents .
This interpretation, if it is correct, may aocount in part for th e
delay in Soviet public commentary on the accident . Quite possibl y
this initial prediction was reinforced by the desire not t o
contribute to panic conditions among the public -- a situation tha t
may well have been anticipated once the Politburo began to receiv e
reports from Shcherbina and other ministry and military official s
in the field on the true magnitude of the disaster . This fear ,
wishful thinking, and the resort to old ways of doing things ,
rather than a lack of information, may explain the Soviet new s
124
blackout on Chernobyl that extended until 8 PM on April 28th .
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It does not, however, account for the much longer public silenc e
on the subject by Mikhail Gorbachev .
According to Roy Medvedev, dissident historian and brothe r
of Zhores, at the Monday, April 28 Politburo meeting which receive d
the Government Commission report, "Gorbachev tried to assert

a

policy of lucidity and correct information" about Chernobyl . He
was backed, Medvedev maintains, only by Vorotnikov and KGB hea d
Chebrikov, the rest of the Politburo pressing for containment o f
information . "Only when the scale of the disaster and of th e
West's protest became apparent did Gorbachev succeed in imposin g
his line and holding the famous press conference [on May 14] a t
which the Soviet people and the entire world were informed of a1
1
1.2"5 the facts available at th etim
Medvedev's account of the Politburo meeting on the 28t h
cannot, at this time, be independently corroborated . Althoug h
there is considerable evidence of high level debate about the scop e
and pace of the glasnost campaign at the time of Chernobyl, it i s
unlikely that Gorbachev ever envisaged an event like Chernobyl whe n
he launched the campaign in Spring 1985 or conceived of glasnos t
as a useful vehicle for disseminating candid informatin about suc h
126
an occurrence .
Gorbachev's first public commentary on th e
disaster, subsequent Soviet media coverage of the accident, an d
even the widely praised Soviet report to the International Atomi c
Energy Agency in August 1986, for example, do not reveal th e
commitment to a policy of candor alleged by Medvedev . This i s
apparent from the two occasions in his May 14th speech whe n
Gorbachev characterized the Chernobyl accident as "the first tim e
we have encountered in reality such a sinister force of nuclea r
127
energy that has escaped control ."
As Erik Hoffmann has noted
in his analysis of that speech, "survivors of the 1957 Ural s
disaster and informed Soviet citizens and foreigners kne w
128
otherwise . "
As misleading was Gorbachev's statement in the same
speech that "as soon as we received reliable initial informatio n
it was made available to the Soviet people and sent through
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diplomatic channels to the governments of foreign countries ." 12 9
In fact, there was no government announcement about the aociden t
until a four sentence TASS statement was reported on the evenin g
news at 9 PM on the 28th.130

The first story to appear in th e

national press was the same TASS release in the April 29 afternoo n
edition of

Izvestiia .

Neither

Pravda

nor

Krasnaia Zvezda

mad e

reference to the accident until April 30th, and the first stil l
.131
photo of the accident was not shown until May 1
Although th e
scope and volume of Soviet media ooverage increased substantiall y
after May 4 (when the first film footage of the nuclear plant wa s
shown on the television program Vremia),

Gorbachev's involvemen t

in the post-accident response was conspicuously absent in medi a
reports .
Some analysts

have

sought to explain the low profile i n

terms of the precedence Gorbachev may have given to managing th e
13 2
results of the accident over explaining it to the public .
According to their interpretation, "the rules of glasnost' stil l
had not been systematized" and "at a time of tragedy and confusion ,
no one had the leisure to referee the competition between the (new )
133
impulse to inform . . . and the (old) tendency to reassure . "
Ther e
is little evidence, however, that Gorbachev was intimately involve d
in the management of the crisis .
More persuasive is the argument that Gorbachev waited s o
long because he wanted to be sure that the situation at Chernoby l
would not further deteriorate and that he could report that th e
134
accident was under control .
This explanation is fairl y
consistent with the dates Gorbachev's scientific advisors assigne d
to the most dangerous phase of the accident, although it does no t
13 5
account for the precise timing of Gorbachev's speech .
Regardless of the reasons that motivated Gorbachev t o
divorce himself from the accident, both he and the Politbur o
ultimately had to acknowledge the seriousness of the event .
Meeting in special session on July 19, 1986 the Politburo discusse d
the report of the Governmental Commission on the causes of the
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accident and on the measures to eliminate its consequences . In an
unusual public statement reprinted in Pravda on July 20, 1986, th e
Politburo announced its findings :
The accident had been caused by a series of gros s
breaches of the reactor operations regulations .
Irresponsibility, negligence and indiscipline le d
to grave consequences . Altogether 28 people die d
as a result of the accident and the health o f
many others was impaired .
The dire losses caused by the accident amount t o
about two bi11ion rubles . There are difficultie s
with power supply to the national economy .
The chairman of the State Atomic Energ y
Inspection System, two deputy ministers, and a
deputy director of a researoh and desig n
institute have been dismissed from their posts .
An all-Union Ministry of Atomic Power Engineerin g
has been set up .
Additional measures wi11 be mapped out an d
implemented to assure safe operation of existin g
nuclear power plants, to strengthen operationa l
discipline at every level, and to demand mor e
rigorous observance
of regulation sregadin
gthe
operation of reactors and other equipment .
The Politburo and the General Secretary, however, soo n
learned it was much easier to declare new policy than to implemen t
it, even when the old policy was clearly flawed and extremel y
dangerous . The disjuncture between policy initiation an d
implementation in the field of nuclear safety is the subject of

a

later section of this report .
The Government Commissio n
Few members of the Government Commission appointed on Apri l
26, 1986 to investigate the Chernobyl accident and to deal with it s
consequences could have foreseen that it would still be active a t
the end of 1989 . 137

During its first three years of existence th e

composition of the body and its chairman changed frequently . The
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major tasks undertaken by the Commission and its general approac h
to coping with the consequences of the accident, however, hav e
remained basica11y those established by the first group o f
Commission members and its chairman, Boris Yevdokemovic h
Shcherbina .
The process by which the Government Commission functione d
has been described as follows :
A scientist or
a specialist gives som e
recommendations . . . . A minister or his deputy ,
who is a member of the Government Commission ,
gives orders to the representative of Gossnab
[Government Supply Commission] . The latte r
immediately gives orders to an enterprise wher e
necessary materials or equipment could b e
produced and
in several hours the order i s
realized .
The Government Commission, in short, set various tasks, defined th e
means to fulfill them, and then ensured that they were realize d
within specified deadlines .
On the flight to Prypiat on the 26th, USSR Minister fo r
Power and Electrification, A . Mayorets, defined the main task o f
the commission as the restoration of the damaged reactor unit a s
quickly as possible and its reconnection to the country's powe r
system . 139

Mayoret's deputy,

G. A .

Shasharin, however, proposed

a much more specific plan of action for the Commission involvin g
the creation of five working groups to : (1) study the causes of th e
accident and the present safety of the power station ; (2) study th e
radiation situation around the plant, (3) repair the damage an d
restore operations, (4) evaluate the need to evacuate th e
population of Prypiat and nearby farms and villages, and (5) t o
provide instruments, equipment, and supplies . 14 0
The tasks initially proposed by Shasharin were revised onc e
the Commission members arrived at Prypiat and confronted th e
oonfusion at the accident site . Priority efforts were directed a t
obtaining accurate information on the condition of the reactor an d
on radiation levels in its vicinity . Subsequent tasks set by the
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Commission over the course of the first few days for the territor y
of the plant included sealing the destroyed reactor unit ,
preservation of Unit 3, clean-up of the power plant, and preventio n
of contaminated water at the plant from reaching the Prypiat River .
The Commission had to see that necessary people, machinery, an d
materials were provided so that the tasks could be expeditiousl y
1
fulfilled 14
The tasks assigned and coordinated by the Commission dealin g
with the territory outside of the nuclear station were even mor e
numerous and complex . In addition to the initial task o f
determining radiation levels in Prypiat and the health risks i n
Prypiat and surrounding regions, the Commission had to initiate th e
evacuation of the population without generating panic, to see tha t
medical care was extended to those in need, to provide evacuee s
with housing, financial and material assistance, to isolate an d
decontaminate the affected area, and to initiate long-term researc h
on the biological and medical consequences of the accident withi n
142
the 30 kilometer special zone .
Outside the 30 kilometer zone ,
additional tasks were set for so-called "zones of strict control "
and areas less directly affected by radioactive pollution . The y
involved a range of radiation monitoring, decontamination, medica l
143
treatment, and recovery services .
In order to oversee th e
implementation of these diverse tasks, the Commission set u p
headquarters or special operational groups in each affected cit y
14 4
and region .
The scope and complexity of the Government Commission' s
responsibilities, its changing constitution over time, and th e
markedly different problems it has faced between the acute crisi s
days of late April and early May

1986

and the subsequent thre e

years, make it difficult to render a simple judgment about it s
performance . On the one hand, the Commission was successful i n
quickly making sense out of a very confused and dangerou s
situation . Although a number of individual decisions, especiall y
the delay in ordering evacuation of Prypiat may be severely
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faulted, the Commission's organizational efforts, especially durin g
the first two weeks of the post-accident period, were impressive .
An enormous quantity of people, scientific expertise, machines, an d
material were marshalled at short notice, and a great deal of wor k
was accomplished in a short period of time . The overall succes s
of the Commission in directing efforts to seal the reactor, clea r
the site of radioactive debris, and protect the water supply of th e
region is especially notable given the equipment and materia l
constraints under which the accident response team had t o
perform . 145 The Commission also displayed a commendable abilit y
to improvise on the spot and was not reluctant to recommend largel y
untried scientific approaches . 14 6
The Commission's performance is seen in a less favorabl e
light the further removed in time it became from the crisis phas e
of the accident response . Obsessive secrecy, coverups, arbitrar y
and ill-informed behavior, failure to halt counterproductiv e
techniques, and disregard for the longer term consequences of th e
actions it undertook (or failed to undertake) are among the charge s
directed with increasing frequency and bitterness at the Governmen t
Commission . 14 7
The Commission, for example, has been criticized fo r
unnecessarily exposing workers to high levels of radiation in it s
haste to fulfill certain tasks . 148
It has also been accused o f
concealing data on health and social conditions in affected areas ,
on pursuing poorly defined policies to attain elusive goals, an d
of making recommendations with an eye to preserving th e
institutional reputations of involved parties . 149
Particularl y
critical charges have been raised during the past year abou t
postponement of the resettling of 100,000 Belorussians . The
situation in some regions of Belorussia and the Ukraine has becom e
so explosive that republican and national leaders reportedly ar e
afraid to appear there and the prospect has even been raised o f
"Karabakh in Narodichy ." 150
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Members of the Government Commission may argue that it i s
unfair for them to be held responsible for every shortcoming o f
the enormous set of efforts to liquidate the consequences of th e
Chernobyl accident . The Commission, however, was grante d
extraordinary responsibilities and powers and now must bear th e
brunt of the blame .
SOVIET MILITARY PERFORMANCE

151

Troops of the Soviet armed forces traditiona11y hav e
performed internal missions in peacetime ranging from erectin g
apartment buildings to fighting fires and providing emergenc y
152
rescue relief .
The mobilization of thousands of active dut y
troops and reservists following the accident at Chernobyl, however ,
was an unusual occurrence in terms of the number of differen t
military units involved and the scope and duration of thei r
intervention .
It is still impossible to identify with precision the numbe r
15 3
of Soviet military forces engaged in the Chernobyl cleanup .
That number, moreover, continues to grow as new troops are rotate d
into the ongoing cleanup operation . What is apparent is that th e
post-accident military effort has involved at least three service s
of the armed forces--Ground, Air, and Navy--as well as Engineer ,
Chemical, Road Construction, Automotive, and Railroad an d
Communications "special troops," support troops from the Rea r
Services (the Tvl), Civil Defense, and Construction and Billeting ,
and internal troops of the Ministry of Interior (See Table Four) .

TABLE FOU R
A PARTIAL LIST OF MILITARY ORGANIZATION S
INVOLVED IN POST-CHERNOBYL OPERATION S
I . Ministry of Defense of the USSR and its General Staff
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A . Air Eorce s
1 . Air Foroes of Red Banner Kiev Military District (KVO )
a. Headquarters of the air forces of the KV O
b. Guards regiment of Serebriako v
2 . Composite air battalio n
3 . Air engineering servioe s
4 . Training platoon of aviation subunit of air mechanic s
B . Ground Forces
1. Ground forces of Moscow Military Distric t
2. Ground forces of KV O
a. Military Council of the KV O
b. Political Directorate of the KVO
c. Tank repairing plant of the KVO
d. Ground forces of other military district s
C . Special Troop s
1 . Chemical Troops of the USS R
a. Chemical Troops of the KV O
b. Chemical Troops of other military district s
c. Operational group of Chemical Troops (formed b y
Pikalov on April 26 )
d. Mobile unit of Chemical Troop s
e.
Military Academy for Chemical Protection name d
after Marshall S . K . Timoshenk o
f. Graduates of Saratov High Military College fo r
Chemical Protectio n
g. Tomboy High Military Commanders' College fo r
Chemical Protectio n
2 . Engineering Troops of the USS R
a. Sapper s
b. Construction Unit s
c. Engineering Troops of the KV O
3 . Civil Defense of the USS R
a . Headquarters of the Civil Defense (GO) of th e
USSR
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b.

Headquarters of the GO of the Ukrainian SS R

c.

Headquarters of the GO of the KV O

d.

Headquarters of the GO of the Chernobyl NP S

e.

Operational Group of the GO of the Ukrainian SS R

f.

Political department of Operational Group of G O
of the Ukrainian SS R

g.

Mobile Unit of GO of the Ukrainian SS R

h.

Military Units of the Civil Defense of th e
Ukrainian SS R

i.

Military units of the Civil Defense of th e
Ukrainian SS R

j.

GO chemical units

k.

GO dosimetric unit s

1 . GO firefighting unit s
m.

Civilian units of the Civil Defense of th e
Ukrainian SS R

4 . Troops of Communicatio n
a . Troops of Communication of the KV O
5 . Rear Services (Tyl) of the USS R
a.

Rear Services of the KVO

b.

Clothes services

c.

Vol'sk High Military College for Rear Service s

d.

Bath and Laundry Service s

6 . Automobile Service s
7 . Military Auto-Inspectio n
8 . Railroad Service s
9 . Pipeline service s
10 . Military Medical Service s
a.

Kiev District Military Hospita l

b.

Medical-sanitary battalion s

11 . Construction and Billeting Service s
II . Military Organs Established
Accident

Specifically to Cope with th e
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A . Central headquarters for liquidation of the Chernoby l
accident's consequences (in Chernobyl )
1. Operational group of the special zon e
2. Headquarters to coordinate all activities at the NP S
and to provide constant information to the governmen t
of the USSR and to the headquarters in Chernobyl (i n
the administrative building of the NPS )
An analysis of the activities of each of these parties i s
provided in our larger study . The foous in this report is limite d
to the performance of four major military actors : the Chemical
Troops, the Air Force, the Engineer Troops, and the Civil Defens e
Units . A comparison is also made of the crisis performance of th e
Soviet military at Chernobyl and during the subsequent Armenia n
earthquake .
The Command Structure at Chernoby l
The nature of most Soviet commentary on military activity
at Chernobyl makes it easier to discern the kind of work that was
done (e .g ., decontamination, tunnelling, dam construction) tha n
the precise military units involved . The fact that large units o f
Soviet military personnel, including engineering, chemical, an d
construction troops, are not assigned to any single servic e
compounds this identification task as does the close interactio n
that occurred at Chernobyl among different military units and
civilian workers in the performance of numerous cleanup tasks .
The high level, civilian Government Commission initiall y
headed by Boris Shcherbina, Deputy Chairman of the USSR Council o f
Ministers, had primary responsibility for organizing the post accident government response . Commission members began to arriv e
in Chernobyl around 4 PM on April 26 approximately three hour s
after the arrival of the first team of nuclear specialists fro m
Because no clear plan was in effect prior to th e
Moscow . 154
Commission's arrival, it had to devise a course of action on the
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155
spot .

This involved, among other things, Shcherbina' s

immediately calling in helicopter units to complement the Chemica l
Troops that had already been summoned by Chief of the Genera l
156
Staff, Sergei Akhromeyev,
It appears that operational groups for Chernobyl were se t
up in Moscow within the Politburo, the General Staff, and th e
157
It is also clear from the memoirs o f
Chemical Troops .
Academician Valeri Legasov and the comments of Deputy Chief of th e
Chemical Troops, Lieutenant-General A . Kuntsevich that th e
Government Commission on the scene was in constant consultatio n
with Moscow, including specialists at the Kurchatov Atomic Energ y
Institute and the Ministry of Power and Electrification . 158

Th e

commanders of the military units at Chernobyl also communicate d
with Chief of the General Staff Akhromeyev, at times even o n
relatively minor issues . 159

A central command post fo r

coordinating the activities of personnel from the variou s
ministries and military services, however, does not appear to hav e
gone into operation until May 7 . It reportedly was organized b y
Ivan Silaev, Deputy Chairman of the USSR Council of Ministers (wh o
replaced Boris Shcherbina as head of the Government Commission o n
May 3) and was under the charge of Colonel V . Dolgopolov, Deput y
160
Chief of Administration of the USSR Civil Defense .
Sometime i n
May, General Valentin Varennikov, a member of the General Staff an d
the Chief of the Ministry of Defense Operational Group i n
Afghanistan, was sent to Chernobyl to coordinate militar y
operations there . 16 1
The Chemical Troop s
Chemical Troops belong to the category of "special troops "
and are directly subordinate to the minister of defense . They ar e
assigned throughout the five services of the Soviet Armed Force s
and are charged with providing defense against chemical, nuclear ,
162
Their specific tasks includ e
and bacteriological weapons .
radiation and chemical reconnaissance, dosimetric control,
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degasification and disinfection of areas exposed to chemical ,
16 3
nuclear, or bacteriological contamination .
Units of Soviet Chemical Troops arrived at the site of th e
Chernobyl NPS on the day of the accident . Although discrepancie s
in Soviet accounts make it difficult to reconstruct the precis e
sequence of events, it appears that units of the Chemical Troops ,
as well as other military units of the Kiev Military Distric t
received an alert as early as 3 :12 AM on April 26 .164
At tha t
time, however, Colonel General V . K . Pikalov, Chief of the Chemica l
Troops, was in the Carpathian Military District where he had bee n
observing military exercises . On the morning of the 26th h e
received a telephone call from Chief of the General Staff, Marshal l
S . Akhromeev, who ordered him to proceed immediately to Chernobyl .
By the time he arrived at Prypiat at 2PM, several units of th e
Chemical Troops had already been there for a few hours and ha d
begun their operations . 16 5
The tasks performed by the Chemical Troops at Chernobyl ma y
be divided into two general categories : reconnaissance an d
cleanup . The reconnaissance mission included determination of th e
precise location of the explosion, identification of radioactivit y
levels at the NPS, and detection of the safest routes to the 4t h
unit of the power station . Subsequently, the reconnaissanc e
mission evolved into the constant monitoring of radiation level s
in a 30 kilometer zone around the NPS and in the towns and village s
affected by the radioactive plume . Specific tasks involved th e
collection of samples of water, soil, grass, leaves, and divers e
plants for analysis ; drafting of maps indicating levels o f
radioactivity within and outside the 30 kilometer danger zone ;
charting of "safe routes" for troops, scientists, and othe r
personnel in the region ; and preparation of schedules showing th e
amount of time one could work safely in different locales . 16 6
The Chemical Troops also performed a variety of task s
associated with the massive clean-up operation . Their specifi c
duties included decontamination of the nuclear power station and
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surrounding roads and buildings, clearing of topsoil (up to 1 0
centimeters) ; disinfecting combat equipment, uniforms and vehicles ;
protection of food and water supplies ; and prevention of the sprea d
of contaminated material . The latter task was performed a t
"special treatment stations"

(punkty s petsialnoi obrabotki)

wher e

all people leaving the zone were checked and if necessar y
decontaminated along with their possessions .
The volume of work undertaken by the Chemical Troops wa s
staggering . 167
The conditions under which they worked also wer e
extremely hazardous . Especially challenging was the

task o f

cleaning the roof of the 3rd Unit of the Chernobyl NPS, which ha d
been contaminated by highly radioactive graphite and other materia l
and equipment from the explosions in the adjacent 4th Unit .
Because of the great dangers posed in this operation, onl y
volunteers were used . Soldiers were allowed to work on som e
portions of the roof for no more than 30-40 seconds and wer e
required to wear protective suits of lead weighing over 4 5
.1pou6nds8
The Chemical Troops who participated in this operation, a s
well as those involved in more routine but also dangerous cleanu p
and monitoring tasks, generally displayed great courage an d
resourcefulness in fulfilling their missions . Indeed thei r
innovations, including a method for rapid radioactive analysis ,
were highly praised by the Government Commission, although not a t
the outset . 169
In recognition of their exemplary execution o f
assignments, the Chemical Troops were awarded the Pennant of th e
USSR Ministry of Defense . Their commander, Colonel General Pikalo v
also was praised for his exploits and was awarded the Order o f
Lenin with the Gold Star of the Hero of the Soviet Union . 17 0
An assessment of the performance of the Chemical Troops a t
Chernobyl however, must also include a number of less praiseworth y
elements . They pertain to faulty equipment, inadequate training ,
and questionable policy decisions on the part of General Pikalov .
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The bulk of Soviet press accounts suggest that the Chemica l
Units of Chernobyl possessed state-of-the art equipment fo r
operating in a radioactive zone . Much of the credit for th e
advanced state of the Chemical Troops was given to Colonel-Genera l
Pikalov who, at the time of the accident, had been in charge of th e
17 1
chemical foroes for sixteen years .
This positive portrayal, however, is at odds with a numbe r
of accounts by eyewitnesses, television and film documentaries ,
172
some newspaper photographs, and a few newspaper articles .
Wha t
emerges from these reports is a picture of often ill-prepare d
troops operating with old and ineffectual equipment . Perhaps mos t
telling in this respect is Colonel General Pikalov's own initia l
reconnaissance sortie on the night of April 27 conducted in a n
173
ordinary passenger car equipped with a dosimeter .
Similarly ,
the units of the Kiev Military District that arrived on the scen e
in the early morning of April 26 were initially without armore d
174
carriers and lacked protective clothes .
As a consequence the y
were exposed unnecessarily to high doses of radiation .
The prescribed means of decontamination also proved to b e
ineffective in many instances . The standard decontaminatio n
compound, SF-2, for example, did not work well and a new method o f
decontamination using a polymer spray had to be utilized . The fil m
produced by this spray, however, quickly clogged the lines of th e
"special machines" for the new type of decontaminant and much o f
17 5
the work had to be done manually .
The Chemical Troops also encountered diffioulties with thei r
robotic machinery . On the one hand, high levels of radiatio n
rendered the robotic equipment inoperable . Robot bulldozers, fo r
example, often stood idle and servicemen were compelled to perfor m
their tasks . Human activity also was dictated, however, by th e
primitive -state of the robots that were available and thei r
slowness . A simple task that took one and a half minutes of huma n
176
work required nearly an hour for a robot to complete .
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Dosimetric equipment available to the Chemical Troops als o
was mostly old and primitive . It was produced in the 1960s an d
did not have the capability to detect powerful doses of gamm a
17 7
emission or beta rays .
Soviet equipment shortages were not limited to hig h
technology and extended to the most simple means of conveyance ,
including even wheelbarrows . 178

Chemical Troops responsible fo r

washing buildings and other structures in the contaminated zone ,
for example, sometimes had to use horses attached to "auto pourin g
stations" (ARS)--machines for dispensing water and other chemica l
cleaning agents . 17 9
A number of the problems encountered by the Chemical Troop s
at Chernobyl cannot be attributed primarily to poor equipment .
The first units to arrive in Prypiat, for example, did not begi n
to conduct radioactive reconnaissance until after they were alread y
exposed to high radiation doses . 18 0
In order to determine the level of radiation on the ground ,
reconnaissance units of the Chemical Troops used armored personne l
carriers (BTRs) and armored reconnaissance and patrol vehicle s
(BRDMs) equipped with special instruments to survey the radiatio n
situation and to collect air and soil samples . Often, however, th e
measurements were taken with portable hand-held radiometers, wit h
the operators leaving the armored vehicles . As one Sovie t
commentator notes, little attention was paid to the risks to th e
personnel or to the contamination of the instruments themselves . 18 1
Moreover, although the exterior of the armored vehicles wer e
cleaned when they returned from the patrol, nothing was done t o
182
decontaminate the interior of the vehicle .
The need for conducting radiation monitoring on a massiv e
scale also exposed the lack of sufficient numbers of traine d
personnel . This shortcoming was reflected in the efforts to trai n
and retrain many of the servicemen and also in the number of error s
that were made in the preparation of maps of the contaminate d
183
zone .
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A sense of false security and the failure to observe safet y
rules is another problem that confronted soldiers of the Chemica l
Troops . According to one account that cites the experience o f
troops at Chernobyl as an important case study of troop performanc e
in a nuclear war environment, "the reaction of soldiers to rea l
radioactive contamination is reflected in a certain psychologica l
excitement ." The invisible danger, it is noted initially produce s
"tension and alarm," but over time the soldiers become accustome d
"to the ever-present danger" and may fail to observe safet y
18 4
precautions .
Lax safety precautions, faulty radiation measurements ,
and/or poor judgment on the part of the leadership of the Chemica l
Troops also is reflected in the selection of the initial locale fo r
the evacuees of Prypiat . Only two days after the evacuees arrived
in their new domiciles they and their hosts had to be reevacuate d
because of the determination of dangerously high radiatio n
185
levels .
A much more tardy and hazardous reconsideratio n
involved the decision in 1987 to level the railroad station a t
Janov, a site 1 .5 kilometers from the NPS . That decision was mad e
because of the determination of dangerously high radiation levels .
Janov, however, had long served as the principal point of deliver y
for supplies to the danger zone and had been populated by soldier s
18 6
working round the clock .
Some of the training-related problems among the Chemica l
Troops can be attributed to the number of reservists (referred t o
as partizany by the draftees) who were mobilized after Chernobyl .
Many of them had not been retrained in decontamination technique s
for years and not surprisingly, were ill-prepared for the task s
they had to face at Chernobyl .
The relatively low standing of the Chemical Troops in th e
status hierarchy of the Soviet Armed Forces also may have impaire d
their general preparedness . According to one critical account b y
a former soldier of the Chemical Troops, they were at th e
"backyard"

(na zadvorkakh)

of the Soviet Armed Forces and were
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denied adequate training and equipment . 187

These deficiencies wer e

reflected in the lack of rudimentary knowledge of radiologioa l
hygiene on the part of many soldiers in the Chemical Troops . Th e
soldiers who worked at the "special treatment stations," fo r
example, reportedly ate and drank at the same spot where the y
18 8
chemically treated contaminated vehicles .
A number of decisions made by Colonel General Pikalov als o
raise questions as to his appreciation of the dangers posed b y
radiation . Although one may perhaps attribute his initia l
reconnaissance sortie without protective gear to selfless if ras h
behavior, it is more difficult to excuse his opposition to earl y
evacuation of the residents of Prypiat . This stance, which was a t
odds with that of a number of other key policymakers, was take n
despite his apparent awareness of rising radiation levels in th e
18 9
city .
The Air Forc e
The decision to deploy the Air Force appears to have bee n
made on the afternoon of April 26 by the special Governmen t
Commission . 190

This body regarded the use of helicopters as th e

only means to approach and seal the still burning 4th Unit of th e
Chernobyl NPS .
Although the precise channels by which the order from th e
Commission's chairman, Shcherbina, reached the Kiev Militar y
District remain unclear, it is known that Lieutenant General N . P .
Kryukov and Major General N . T . Antoshkin -- the district's Ai r
Force Commander and Chief of Air Staff, respectively -- were tol d
to report to Military District Headquarters on the evening of th e
26th . Antoshkin received orders to proceed to Prypiat and t o
19 1
organize the efforts of the helicopter and supporting units .
General Antoshkin left for Prypiat by car on the night o f
the 26th, along with Lieutenant Colonel Anotolii Kushnin, the chie f
of the district's Chemical Troops . 192

Upon their arrival i n

Prypiat in the early morning of the 27th, Antoshkin reported to
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Shcherbina who told him that "All hopes are riding on you, on you r
helicopters . [The destroyed reactor] has to be completely seale d
19 3
with sand ."
Despite Shcherbina's strong desire to start the helicopte r
sand drop immediately, the first "bombing" mission did not begi n
until the late afternoon of the 27th -- about forty hours afte r
the accident . 194

This significant time lag -- all the more notabl e

because several helicopter units were stationed nearby in Kiev--wa s
the result of a combination of factors including the delay i n
obtaining reliable information on the conditions at the NPS, th e
lack of helicopters with adequate lighting equipment, and th e
absence of contingency plans for the kind of air operation s
19 5
demanded of General Antoshkin's forces .
The most urgent task General Antoshkin was ordered t o
perform was to seal the crippled reactor with sand . 196

Before th e

operation could begin, however, it was necessary to find a n
appropriate basing position for the helicopters, to organize th e
supply of sand bags, to determine the routes for the helicopter s
to the 4th Unit, and to calculate the optimal speed and height fo r
the sand drop so as to minimize the exposure to radiation . It too k
the first helicopter crews and General Antoshkin all morning t o
find answers to these questions of logistics .
When, in the late afternoon of the 27th, the sand dro p
operation began, the helicopter crews concentrated on targe t
acquisition . Lacking prior training for this specific mission ,
they initially flew cautiously and had to revise continuously th e
197
air speed and altitude for the air drop .
As a consequence ,
relatively few sorties (93) were flown and a small payload of sand
(60 tons) was delivered on the first day . 19 8
The Air Force troops, however, displayed great ingenuity i n
improvising means to increase their production . Instead o f
manually pushing one 100 kilogram sandbag out of the helicopte r
door--the typical payload per sortie of the first day--the airme n
found they could double the payload by placing sandbags in crates
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and suspending a number of bags tied together on a rope attache d
beneath the helicopters . 199

This quantity, however, was still no t

sufficient so a new plan was devised that employed drag parachute s
to carry the loads slung under the helicopters . A special devic e
for attaching the parachutes was quickly manufactured and by Apri l
200
29th the payload delivered had increased four-fold .
Experieno e
gained from The Great Patriotic War (World War II) was also put t o
use with the implementation of the so-called "Polbin's Carousel, "
in which helicopters closely followed one another over th e
201
reactor .
Significantly, these innovations did not come fro m
scientists, but from General Antoshkin and the pilots themselves .
They enabled the airmen to increase the tonnage dropped from 6 0
tons on April 27 to 900 tons on May 1 . By May 8, 5000 tons o f
sand, lead, boron, and dolomite had been deposited . The dail y
airdrop was subsequently reduced, although the mission continue d
20 2
until mid-May .
Major General Antoshkin was awarded the Hero of the Sovie t
Union with the Gold Star for his innovative efforts . The pilot s
under his command, many of whom had gained combat experience i n
203
Afghanistan,
also displayed unusual improvisational skills a s
well as great courage . Because of the power lines, poles, an d
other tall obstructions around the reactor, considerable skill wa s
needed simply to reach the target . The "air slalom" course wa s
also complicated by the extremely high temperatures at the 20 0
meter altitude above the reactor from which sandbags were released .
This extreme heat created conditions affecting the aerodynami c
properties of the helicopters and made it difficult for pilots t o
204
control the machines .
The pilots also faced the invisibl e
danger of exposure to high doses of radiation, a hazard that led
.205
to Antoshkin's hospitalization on May 2
These demanding task s
were often performed by men who had little time to sleep and wh o
20 6
labored from dawn until late at night .
One of the most impressive accomplishments of the Air Forc e
was its ability to integrate rapidly and efficiently subunits as
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they arrived from different looations .

By

incorporating troop s

that had served together in Afghanistan, the Air Force leadershi p
was able to facilitate coordination between the subunits . Th e
veterans of the Afghan conflict also proved to be especially adep t
at flying under difficult conditions .
The Chernobyl experience revealed many positive features o f
the Soviet Air Force . A number of deficiencies, however, also wer e
exposed . Reference already has been made to the delay in gettin g
suitable helicopters to Prypiat . Not only were the firs t
helicopters on the scene deficient in powerful spotlights, but the y
were too big and clumsy to work within the confines of the powe r
plant . 20 7
The Air Force contingent at Chernobyl also appeared to lac k
radio-controlled aircraft equipped with radiation-measurin g
instruments . 208

As a consequence, a considerable number of pilot s

and airmen had to devote time to reconnaissance and the collectio n
of measurements . Helicopter crews also had to divert thei r
energies initially from bombing the reactor to loading th e
aircraft . This was the result of problems associated with th e
"tail" of the sandbag operation,

involving Air Force coordinatio n

with local authorities . According to Legasov's account :
They [the airmen] had a particularly hard tim e
during the first few days . The order was issued t o
fill sandbags . For some reason the loca l
authorities were unable to organize immediately a
sufficient number of peop le to prepare the bags an d
to prepare the sand .
The conduct of the Air Force sandbag operation, while

a

success in smothering the reactor, was achieved at high costs i n
terms of exposing airmen to radiation . Neither the helicopter s
nor their crews, for example, initially had any shielding fro m
210
radiation .
One may also argue that the initial helicopte r
landing pad, while convenient from the standpoint of quic k
helicopter "turn-around time," was too close to the reactor in
terms of irradiation .
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The superior flying ski11s of pilots with militar y
experience in Afghanistan has already been noted . These sam e
veterans, however, at times suffered from a lack of discipline .
This problem was manifest in their failure to monitor closely an d
to report their accumlation of radiation dosages . Some of the mos t
talented pilots, therefore, received higher than permissibl e
radiation exposure and were permanently removed from the fligh t
A disregard for safety procedures also may have le d
21 2
to several accidents involving the likely loss of life .

operation . 211

The Engineer Troop s
Engineer Troops, like . Chemical Troops, belong to th e
category of "special troops" and are directly subordinate to th e
minister of defense . 213

They provide engineering support "fo r
21 4
combat operations of all the services and service branches ."
Their tasks in combat include pontoon and bridge construction ,
clearing of obstacles, camouflage, assault crossing, and preparin g
21 5
defenses against nuclear attack .
Published Soviet reports do not reveal how and when Marsha l
S . Aganov, Chief of the Engineer Troops, learned of the acciden t
or when the Engineers arrived on the scene . The most detailed
Western account suggests that they did not arrive until three o r
four days after the explosion, although units from the Kie v
216
Military District may have been brought in earlier .
In any
case, their first major task was to clear a corridor through th e
radioactive debris to Reactor Number 4 . This work was necessar y
in order for bulldozers to get close enough to the reactor t o
assist the entombing process . The Engineers accomplished thi s
path-clearing task by means of controlled explosions and the us e
21 7
of the Engineer Obstacle-Clearing Vehicle (IMR) .
Operation of the IMR revealed some of the typical problem s
encountered by the Engineer Troops (and other military units) a t
Chernobyl, as well as their ability to respond creatively t o
unforeseen difficulties . One early problem was the inability of
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the four-fingered mechanical "hand" of the IMR to pick up sma11e r
pieces of debris . The

but effective solution that wa s
21 8
devised involved weaving a metal web around the vehicle's hand .
ad

hoc

Onoe they succeeded in opening a path to the reactor, th e
Engineer Troops, in collaboration with civilian workers, sought t o
clear the area beside the reactor of radioactive rubble . This wor k
reportedly took three weeks and entailed the use of remote controlled bulldozers . The first of these, weighing 19 tons, was
flown in from a tractor plant some 3,000 kilometers away in an IL 76 . 219

According to several Soviet reports, the high levels o f

radiation in the vicinity of the reactor, however, incapacitate d
some of the robot equipment . The result was that despite th e
radiation risks, servicemen had to "take over when the machine s
22 0
failed . "
By May 2 sappers from the Engineer Troops and their civilia n
counterparts had received instructions from the Governmen t
Commission to construct a series of levees along the Prypiat Rive r
and the small streams and canals running into it in order t o
prevent rainwater runoff from the contaminated area from reachin g
221
This was a critical task since the Prypiat Rive r
the river .
flows into the Kiev Reservoir and could contaminate the wate r
supply of the Ukrainian capital . It was 'also perceived to be a n
urgent one because of forecasts that there would be heavy rai n
during the first week of May . The forecasts turned out to b e
wrong, but an imposing number of levees and embankments wer e
completed in a ten-day period instead of the month or more usuall y
222
By the time the rains actually came i n
required for such work .
May, 7 .5 kilometers of earth dams and mud ramparts wrapped i n
223
When
polythene sheeting had been built along the Prypiat River .
the water protection work was finally completed in the fall o f
1986, 140 dikes totaling more than 40 kilometers in length had bee n
constructed, including one unique two kilometer long dike built a t
224
In addition, more than 400,000 cubi c
a depth of 32 meters .
meters of earth and sand were dredged from the riverbed and nearly
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250,000 cubic meters of gravel were laid underwater to create trap s
22 5
and filtering d ams .
A third major set of tasks performed by the Engineer Troops ,
working closely with power station and construction workers an d
miners, was the blasting of holes for the purpose of emplacin g
pipes to drain water from beneath the damaged reactor and to pum p
liquid concrete to reinforce its foundation . These measures wer e
necessary to prevent the reactor and volatile core--now weighte d
down by over 5,000 tons of sand, marble chippings, dolomite, lead ,
and boron--from sinking through its disintegrating concrete bas e
22 6
and making contact with water from the damaged cooling systems .
According to Colonel General Ivanov, Deputy Chief of USS R
Civil Defense, work on pumping out the water from beneath th e
reactor was basically completed on May 8 . The Engineer Troops the n
This entailed the use o f
began to bore under the reactor . 227
directional explosives to penetrate three walls of ventilatio n
shafts for the purpose of laying pipe through which liquid concret e
could be pumped . The complex and delicate nature of the task an d
the channels of command and control in the cleanup operation ar e
indicated by the disagreement that arose between Marshal Aganov ,
the Chief of the Engineer Troops, and Colonel Dolgapolov at th e
Forward Command Post over the use of explosives .
The explosions were to take place at 2 PM on May 9 . I n
preparation for the mission, sappers under the command o f
Lieutenant Colonel Galyas practiced blowing holes in concrete wall s
228
The Command Post ,
identical to those under the reactor .
however, had not been informed of the planned explosions, and whe n
Dolgapolov learned of the plan he requested a delay in order t o
implement safety measures . Marshal Aganov, however, rejected thi s
request, and it required the intervention of the Governmen t
229
The explosions were finall y
Commission to delay the detonation .
undertaken after personnel and equipment in the area of the reacto r
were moved to a safe location . Miners and pipelayers were the n
able to complete the tunnel and by the end of June the reactor
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23 0
foundation had been reinforced .
The Engineer Troops, for the most part, performed thei r
tasks at Chernobyl admirably and exhibited impressive traits o f
courage and ingenuity . They appear to have been in an adequat e
state of operational preparedness in terms of physical deploymen t
capabilities and appropriate operational procedures, although they ,
like other military participants in the cleanup, suffered from th e
absence of contingency plans for a nuclear power accident of th e
231
magnitude of Chernobyl .
The major supply problem for th e
engineering and construction units concerned delays in th e
23 2
production and delivery of concrete for the entombment process .
These difficulties, however, may be attributed more to endemi c
shortcomings of the system as a whole than to the readiness of th e
Engineer Troops, a distinction that is apparent in Soviet pres s
criticism .
Particular note should be made of the ability of sappe r
units to carry out their assigned missions in timely fashion an d
to adopt

ad

hoc measures to cope with novel situations . Thi s

tactical flexibility was tested frequently and was the product o f
both creative leadership in the field and defective equipment an d
plans . Perhaps most impressive given the crisis conditions unde r
which they had to operate was the generally smooth cooperation an d
coordination that prevailed among the different military an d
civilian workers engaged in engineering-related tasks .
Civil Defense Unit s
Responsibility for civil defense activities in the Sovie t
Union rests with the Chief of Civil Defense, who is also a Deput y
233
Minister of Defense .
At the time of the Chernobyl acciden t
General A .T . Altunin had held this position for fourteen years .
Civil Defense units, according to Soviet organizatio n
charts, are stationed in the 16 military districts of the Sovie t
Union, each district having a deputy commander for civi l
234
defense .
Their primary tasks entail Rescue and Urgent Disaster
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and Restoration Work (SNAUR), including "locating and marking area s
of contamination, localizing and extinguishing fires, g iving firs t
aid to and evacuating the injured, removing people from disaste r
areas, disinfecting people and decontaminating clothing, transport ,
23 5
equipment . . ."
Soviet authorities called on the units of Civil Defense t o
perform all of these tasks (often in conjunciton with othe r
military units and civilian workers) fo11owing the Chernoby l
accident . More specifically, Civil Defense units had majo r
responsibility for evacuating local inhabitants and livestock an d
were active in efforts to pump out water from underneath th e
damaged reactor, to prevent water contamination, to conduc t
radiation reconnaissance, and to decontaminate equipment an d
clothing . They also participated in a variety of agitation an d
propaganda work designed to improve safety consciousness and t o
23 6
bolster morale .
The most revealing and damning accounts of the performanc e
of Civil Defense is provided in an extraordinary series of article s
in Voennye znaniia by Colonel General B . Ivanov, Deputy Chief o f
USSR Civil Defense . 237

According to Ivanov, the staff of the USS R

Civil Defense in Moscow learned of the accident approximately tw o
hours after the explosion . 238

Action was then taken, with th e

authorization of General Altunin to place appropriate Civil Defens e
staffs in the Ukraine and Kiev Oblast and forces in the Kie v
Military District in a state of readiness and to send units t o
Prypiat "to participate in the liquidation of the oonsequences o f
the accident and fire ." 239

These orders, Ivanov reports ,

corresponded to the basic plan for the protection of nuclear powe r
station personnel that were drawn up several years before th e
accident . It was based on exercises previously conducted by C ivi l
Defense units at different nuclear power stations, as well as o n
experience gained in organizing protective measures at chemicall y
240
dangerous sites .
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Implementation of the basic plan, however, left much to b e
desired . Radiation reconnaissance by the units of Civil Defense ,
for example, was not carried out in an effective manner .

As

a

consequence, General Ivanov reports, people, especia11y firemen ,
24 1
were unnecessarily exposed to radiation dangers .
Implementation of the plan also suffered from the failur e
of any Civil Defense contingenoy operations to antioipate a n
accident of the magnitude at Chernobyl . As a result, Civil Defens e
24 2
units encountered severe manpower shortages .
Civil Defense units also appear not to have known how t o
243
operate properly certain dosimetric instruments .
The dosimetr y
equipment, for its part, also did not always perform adequately an d
suffered from poor design . One device (the DP-5), for example, wa s
reported to have tiny and inconvenient dials which made night tim e
24 4
use especially difficult .
Civil Defense units were also criticized by the Soviet pres s
for their organization of civil defense propaganda--both prior t o
and after the nuclear accident . Major propaganda shortcoming s
before the accident involved the neglect of "safety precaution s
that must be observed in the vicinities of nuclear power plant s
245
and other facilities where accidents may occur . "
Post-acciden t
deficiencies concerned media procedures for disseminatin g
information . As a consequence of improper media coverage ,
people did not have a lucid impression of wha t
had happened on the first days of the accident .
This prompted circulation of fictitious account s
about the state of affairs in the plant' s
vicinity, and it created a nervous atmosphere i n
the work of
individuals and often entir e
collectives .
More to the point, the residents of Prypiat were not informed i n
a timely fashion of the radiation dangers caused by the accident ,
247
nor were they advised to take protective measures .
The picture that emerges from Soviet accounts of th e
performance of Civil Defense at Chernobyl is not uniforml y
negative . There are reports of responsive, courageous and skillful
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behavior by select civil Defense units . 248

In balance, however ,

the typical, pre-Chernobyl, Western image of a massive, well equipped, finely-tuned, and vigilant Soviet civil defense apparatu s
corresponds poorly to the actual conduct of Civil Defense force s
prior to and in the immediate aftermath of the Chernobyl accident .
Instead, one finds a poorly trained, ill-equipped, and at leas t
with respect to the accident at hand, understaffed body of Civi l
Defense units . These shortcomings -- most evident in Colone l
General Ivanov's critiques -- were compounded by convolute d
organizational procedures and a Civil Defense command structur e
24 9
that was unresponsive to rapidly changing crisis developments .
As a consequence of these deficiencies, the units of Civil Defens e
were unable to perform adequately their designated mission . N o
representatives of Civil Defense received decorations fo r
exceptional performance at the January 1987 award ceremony an d
General Altunin, the Chief of Civil Defense, was replaced shortl y
25 0
after the accident .
An Overall Assessment and General Lessons
As part of the application of

251

perestroika

to the Sovie t

military, the argument has been made that resource restraint s
require the Soviet Armed Forces to improve performance primaril y
by the more intensive (and efficient) use of resources rather tha n
from the allocation of more funds . It is in this context o f
restructuring the armed forces that the Soviet military has pursue d
a policy of

samokritika

with respect . to its performance a t

Chernobyl . Major themes in this discussion include the need fo r
greater personal responsibility and initiative of officers ,
improved managerial efficiency, leadership by positive initiative ,
the need for disciplined observance of military regulations an d
25 2
greater concern by officers for the well-being of enlisted men .
While officers in the Chemical Troops and the Air Force a t
Chernobyl are often cited as positive role models regarding thes e
themes, the forces of Civil Defense are singled out for their
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organizational and operational flaws . Delays in notification ,
overexposure to radiation, and improper radiation reconnaissanc e
are depicted as the product of command failure, poor discipline ,
and personnel unpreparedness . Ivanov, for example, is critical o f
the lack of personal initiative exhibited by officers who feare d
responsibility . In addition, he blames an excessively bureaucrati c
command structure for the confused nature of the cleanup and th e
evacuation process . 25 3
Other critics emphasize the need to intensify classroom an d
situational training of troops for assigned missions . The absence
of such training, they suggest, contributed to negligence and a n
underestimation of the gravity of the situation, as well as t o
problems of discipline . 25 4
What more general lessons about the readiness an d
capabilities of the Soviet Armed Forces can be derived from th e
mixed record of Soviet military performance at Chernobyl? On th e
one hand, the ability of the Air Force and Chemical Troops i n
particular to overcome flawed plans and equipment demonstrate s
considerable tactical flexibility on the part of Soviet militar y
units . One must also be impressed with the generally effectiv e
cooperation that was achieved among the different military an d
civilian actors engaged in the massive cleanup task . The braver y
and endurance of Soviet Troops facing the invisible enemy a t
Chernobyl also is noteworthy and underscores the significance o f
the human factor in combat situations . 255
There is also littl e
doubt that the Soviet military gained valuable experience tha t
should enable it to improve its performance for rendering disaste r
relief in the future, whether the disaster is an accident o r
256
military action .
On the other hand, a combination of systemic defects an d
procedural problems encountered at Chernobyl are likely to impai r
Soviet military performance in other crises in the foreseeabl e
future . They include endemic shortcomings of the system wit h
respect to production and delivery of materials, lack of personal
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initiative and responsibility, and lax observance of rules an d
regulations .
MILITARY PERFORMANCE AFTER THE ARMENIAN EARTHQUAKE :
A BASIS FOR COMPARISO N
Less than three years after the Chernobyl nuclear accident ,
the Soviet armed forces were again called upon to respond to a non military crisis -- the December 7, 1988 earthquake in Armenia .
Many branches of the armed forces, including Civil Defense ,
Engineering Troops, the Air Force, the Military Medical Services ,
and internal troops of the Ministry of the Interior participate d
in what the Soviets refer to as "liquidating the consequences "
[l ikvidatsiia posledstvye] of the Armenian disaster . Discussio n
here is limited to the units of Civil Defense .
Civil Defense forces played the largest role in th e
aftermath of the earthquake, both in terms of the scope of work an d
the number of troops engaged . Approximately 23,000 Civil Defens e
military personnel were involved, and 18,000 nonparamilitary civi l
25 8
defense workers also participated in disaster relief work .
Civil Defense units, under the supervision of Genera l
Gorovov, worked side by side with other military units an d
civilians to rescue people from the rubble, to clear roads, and t o
remove debris . According to one eyewitness account, helicopter s
arrived at the northern part of the disaster area only an hou r
after the earthquake struck at 11 :41 AN, and by 6 PM civil defens e
25 9
personnel were actively engaged in relief work .
Civil defense rescue and relief efforts, however, wer e
hindered by a number of material and organizational factors . As
was the case in Chernobyl, Civil Defense units -- and those o f
other branches -- suffered from the absence of adequate technica l
equipment, especially powerful lifting machines and lightin g
sources . As a consequence, rescuers were often forced to clea r
rubble by hand with light generated by bonfires and ca r
headlights . 260 Much of the heavy equipment that was available wa s
unsuitable for removing rubble from people . According to one Civil
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Defense official, the lack of suitable equipment accounted for hal f
of the deaths . 26 1
Specialists able to operate machinery that was availabl e
were also in short supply . These shortcomings were highlighted b y
the superior equipment and performance of the foreign rescue team s
in Armenia . An article in Pravda, for example, praises th e
performance of the British and French rescue teams, but is les s
complimentary of Soviet rescue efforts :
Specialists, equipment, trained dogs -- we to o
have all this . But instead of acting like a
clenched fist we sometimes wave an open palm .
Dogs are under one department, electronic device s
under another, and experts under yet another .
How are they to be united into a single whole ?
We need a group which will react quickly an d
immediately to such disasters .
Minister of Defense Yazov was also critical of th e
performance of Soviet Civil Defense, noting in an interview that :
Civil defense subunits were not fully prepared t o
tackle their tasks, even though they are in fac t
intended for action in an emergency situation .
Their inadequate level of technical equipment an d
the inability of a number of specialists to mak e
eusfoctimvdrnhaswebrough
t
to light .
Yazov also noted problems of discipline with some of th e
servicemen, especially reservists, who sought to evade assignment s
in dangerous areas .
Organizational deficiencies within the Civil Defense forc e
also were acknowledged by General Govorov, who was critical of hi s
unit's failure to provide quick relief to a number of the smalle r
villages damaged by the earthquake . Some of the delays can b e
attributed to "bottlenecks" and the fact that staff reductions mad e
it impossible to deploy units swiftly . 264
The organizationa l
problem, he argues, is compounded by the structure of civi l
defense :
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At the top of the pyramid is the chairman of th e
Armenian SSR Counoil of Ministers, below him i s
the republic civil defense headquarters, fo11owe d
by the individual services headed by ministers .
On the next rung are plants, kolkhozes, an d
sovkhozes headed by directors or chairmen wh o
have chiefs of staff released for thi s
purpose .
Govorov goes on to emphasize that workers at each of these level s
are responsible for Soviet civil defense, and that if we are goin g
to speak about shortcomings in the performanoe of civil defense ,
we must say that the reason lies in poor leaders who are not eve n
aware that they are leaders . 26 6
Govorov may, in part, have been responding to criticism o f
the civil defense effort made ten days earlier by USSR Council o f
Ministers chairman, Nikolai Ryzhkov, who had visited Armenia a s
head of the Politburo commission dealing with the effects of th e
earthquake . In a press conference in Yerevan Ryzhkov complained
that not all leaders had met the challenges posed by th e
earthquake, and that some leaders showed irresponsibility an d
26 7
incompetence in the face of disaster .
Few direct comparisons in the Soviet press were discerne d
regarding the military's performance at the Chernobyl and Armenia n
disasters although one can find occasional reference to ho w
individual performances were improved by "cutting swords" a t
Chernobyl . 268
Military medical units, in particular, appear t o
have profited from the Chernobyl experience despite the difference s
in the medical emergencies that were confronted . 269
The mos t
direct negative comparison is reserved for Civil Defense units .
A correspondent for Voennye znaniia actually observes that "th e
accidents in Chernobyl and Sverdlovsk and the earthquake in Armeni a
have shattered the myth of Civil Defense's strength an d
27
omnipotence ." 0
Perhaps the most striking feature of Soviet militar y
commentary after the Armenian disaster is an awareness on the par t
of some analysts that there was little or no improvement in the
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military's crisis preparedness after Chernobyl . One of th e
problems that is noted is the orientation of civil-defense effort s
toward wartime emergencies rather than to natural disasters .
Because of the changes in world politics, one commentator point s
out, there is a need to redefine society's security and to develo p
a new attitude toward civil defense . This new attitude shoul d
apply, it is argued, to the development of different equipment an d
27 1
the training of its operators .
Another analyst argues that the structure of nonparamilitar y
civil defense also needs to be substantially modified . "The firs t
priority is to clearly delineate the funotional obligations o f
officials, determine the role of civil defense in the ne w
conditions of activity of the economy, specify the principles o f
defending people and establishments from natural disasters ,
industrial accidents and catastrophes, and more closely tie th e
procedures of civil defense to the regulations of industria l
work ." 27 2
In yet another article in Voennye znaniia, which appears to
have initiated a campaign to revamp the structure of Civil Defense ,
the point is made that it is now time to generalize the wor k
experience gained under crisis conditions .
It has been three years since the accident a t
Chernobyl . Since then there have been many othe r
disasters . . . . What are we waiting for ?
One of the weakest aspects of civil defense activities, the autho r
notes -- a catastrophe -- is the failure to analyze experienc e
gained during a specific disaster, to apply it to other situations ,
and to develop reference materials .
One way to facilitate this comparison and synthesis, severa l
contributors to Voennye znaniia suggest, is to reorganize the civi l
defense command structure, to separate it from the Armed Forces ,
and to have it permanently headed by a high level governmen t
minister, along the lines of the special commissions created afte r
274
the Chernobyl and Armenian disasters .
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It remains to be seen whether or not the ca11s to appl y
perestroika to the military in general, and to civil defense organ s
in particular, wi11 be heeded . Similar, if less specific an d
concerted, calls for reform were also heard after Chernobyl wit h
little discernible effect . Deficiencies in military performanc e
were, for the most part "corrected" by removing individuals rathe r
than instituting changes in disaster preparedness training method s
or revamping standard operating procedures for decisionmaking .
These recommended changes, at least, were not apparent in th e
military's response to the Armenian earthquake .

PART III . CHERNOBYL AND POLICY INNOVATION IN NUCLEAR SAFETY 27 5
One useful method of conceptualizing Soviet decisionmakin g
is to view it as a sequential process involving five analyticall y
distinct phases : initiation, controversy, the formal decision ,
implementation, and termination . 276

This method of viewing Sovie t

policymaking has the advantage of highlighting three stages of th e
decisionmaking process that are often ignored or underanalyze d
(i .e ., the stages of initiation, implementation, and termination )
and of calling attention to the dynamic nature of the polic y
process and the possibility of policy change . An effort is mad e
in this section of the report to analyze Soviet nuclear safet y
policy at the policy initiation and implementation phases . 27 7
Particular attention is given to the impact of the Chernoby l
accident on policy change .

POLICY INITIATIO N
The policy initiation phase of the decisionmaking proces s
is the period during which a potential problem (or opportunity) i s
first recognized . 278

It is at this stage when "problems come t o

be defined as political issues and make their way onto th e
political agenda ." 279

It also represents the phase during whic h

"the other face of power" is exercised, that is, the power t o
determine which issues will be considered and which alternatives
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wi11 be accepted as legitimate polioy options . 28
The View from theTop

0

281 .

Research in the field of public policy indicates that ho w
an issue is defined plays a major role in policy choice and affect s
the propensity for policy continuity or change . 282

Prior to th e

1986 Chernobyl accident the Soviet political leadership and it s
spokesmen sought to define nuclear safety policy very narrowly an d
283
therby to restrict policy change .
More specifically, nuclea r
safety was defined in a comparative context with thermal energy .
As long as nuclear power was considered to be safer than therma l
energy, it was judged unquestionably safe . According to Androni k
Petrosyants, chairman of the State Committee for the Utilizatio n
of Atomic Energy between 1982 and 1988, nuclear power was ten time s
28 4
less harmful to the environment than the burning of coal .
Moreover, Petrosyants argued, the radiation emitted by nuclea r
power plants did not appreciably raise the level of exposure to th e
public compared to the daily background radiation they normall y
285
received .
Nuclear power, Petrosyants and other governmen t
spokesmen maintained, was reliable, and Soviet equipment in th e
nuclear power sector was "state-of-the-art ." Although Petrosyant s
acknowledged that no serious scientist could altogether "rule ou t
the probability of the improbable," the danger of a major accident ,
he believed, was not a realistic probability . "One might as wel l
scare the public with the danger of the Empire State Buildin g
286
collapsing . "
Accordingly, plans to begin siting atomic heating
stations near population centers were announced in the late 1970s .
One might have expected the 1979 nuclear accident at Thre e
Mile Island to prompt a change in Soviet leadership attitude s
toward nuclear safety, especially in light of the series o f
unpublicized accidents at their own nuclear plants (See Table One) .
The policy sciences literature, however, suggests that just becaus e
an unanticipated event -- even a crisis -- occurs, does not lea d
automatically to a change in the policy agenda . As Elder and Cobb
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point out, "whether or not a particular situation bespeaks a n
urgent need for action . . . is always a matter of interpretation . " 28 7
It also depends upon the perceived availability of a viabl e
option . 288

Given the high priority the Soviet leadership attache d

to the expansion of nuclear power, the lack of a perceived viabl e
alternative to nuclear energy, and a readiness to attribute th e
severe American accident to the nature of the U .S . eoonomic system ,
Soviet policymakers chose to interpret Three Mile Island in a wa y
that did not fundamentally alter their policy toward nuclear powe r
or nuclear safety . The American nuclear accident, however, di d
raise the salience of the nuclear safety issue for Sovie t
policymakers and prompted the adoption of more stringent rules fo r
the design and employment of nuclear power reactors . 289

Th e

leadership also established a new institute, the All-Unio n
Scientific Institute for the Operation of Atomic Electric Station s
charged with "elaborating and introducing measures to raise th e
standard of safety, reliability and economic viability of nuclea r
power stations" 290 and created the USSR State Committee for th e
Supervision of Safe Working Practices in the Atomic Powe r
29 1
Industry .
The Role of Expert s
Because of their special knowledge, experts may also partak e
in agenda-setting by helping to define issues and standards o f
evidence . Prior to the Chernobyl nuclear accident, the Sovie t
scientific community was a major ally of the political leadershi p
in promoting the potential and minimizing the risks of nuclea r
power .
At a technical level, the Soviet concept of nuclear safet y
has been driven by what is referred to as the "maximum desig n
accident (MDA)" -- the most extreme, credible breakdown a reacto r
is likely to experience . Although the perceived MDA varied
according to the reactor type, a rupture of a main coolant tub e
292
generally was regarded as the worst case scenario .
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The rationale for adoption of the MDA standard was th e
absence of data on the probability of system failure . As a U .S .
scientific delegation to the Soviet Union noted in 1970, the Sovie t
safety philosophy was to concentrate on design and operation an d
not to consider hypothetical possibilities . This approach wa s
adopted because the addition of many back-up systems whose need an d
reliability were not demonstrable were perceived by Sovie t
scientists as only complicating the operation of the reactors ,
therby reducing overall safety . 293

The approach also appeared t o

provide economic savings and was compatible with and probabl y
sensitive to the nuclear expansion prejudices of the politica l
leadership . Soviet reluctance to adopt Western style containmen t
structures, for example, were explained in terms of both th e
additional capital outlays that would be required and th e
294
questionable safety advantages that would accrue .
Developmen t
of the RBMK reactor was also justified in terms of economic saving s
and safety features, ironic as this may appear in light of
29 5
Chernobyl .
There is no evidence that the accident at Three Mile Islan d
caused Soviet nuclear scientists to alter their attitude towar d
nuclear power . What one can discern in Soviet technical journal s
after 1979, is more attention to the issue of nuclear safety an d
technical measures to reduce the likelihood of the occurrence o f
29 6
reactor accidents .
Despite the preponderance of Soviet scientific support fo r
the leadership's approach to nuclear safety, one can discer n
scattered instances prior to Chernobyl when a few specialist s
sought publicly to broaden the prevailing definition of nuclea r
safety . One of the earliest known attempts was by Petr Kapitsa i n
his Fall 1975 address commemorating the 250th anniversary of th e
Soviet Academy of Sciences . An advocate of nuclear powe r
development, Kapitsa nevertheless had reservations about provision s
in the 10th Five Year Plan which called for construction of mor e
and larger nuclear plants in the densely populated European region
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of the country . Kapitsa voiced concerns about the dangers o f
radiation release due to accidents or sabotage, raised doubts abou t
the problem of waste disposal and the proliferation risk s
associated with fission reactors, and proposed that until thes e
problems were resolved (preferably by the introduction of fusio n
reactors), nuclear power plants should be built in very remot e
29 7
areas .
The issue of the siting of nuclear plants was also raise d
by N . Dollezhal and Iu . Koryakin in articles in Pravda
Kommunist

(1979) . 298

(1976) and

The thrust of both articles was that i f

nuclear power plants continued to be built primarily in th e
European part of the Soviet Union, the "ecological capacity" o f
the zone -- in terms of adequate water supply and land for coolin g
ponds -- would soon be exhausted . The alternative recommended b y
the authors was to create large atomic energy complexes in region s
of low population density .
Not surprisingly, the 1975 proposals by Kapitsa and the 197 9
suggestion by Dollezhal and Koryakin were attacked by the presiden t
of the Soviet Academy of Sciences . 299

What is more intriguing i s

that the Dollezhal and Koryakin article in Kommunist was published
at all . The fact that it appeared in the major theoretical journa l
of the CPSU suggests that the reservations expressed by th e
scientists were shared by at least some senior political officials .
One may even have been Mikhail Gorbachev who, at the time, held th e
Central Committee portfolio for agriculture and was known to b e
300
concerned about water conservation issues .
If this were th e
case, it may help to explain the readiness of the Soviet governmen t
after Chernobyl to reverse a long-standing policy and actuall y
cancel a number of nuclear power plants that were unde r
30 1
construction .

The Impact of Chernobyl on the Nuclear Safety Agend a
Incidents like the accidents at Three Mile Island an d
302
Chernobyl may be thought of as "focusing events ."
These are
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events that compel policymakers to direct their attention to

a

problem or set of problems at a time when they otherwise might no t
have . Chernobyl may also be thought of as a textbook crisi s
situation involving the elements of high threat, surprise, an d
short decisionmaking time for response .
For the most part, research on crises has focused on th e
pathological consequences of crises for organizaito n
decisionmaking . These effects, which characterized aspects of th e
Soviet response to Chernobyl, include narrowing of the cognitiv e
processes, information distortion, and rigidities in choic e
selection . Research in social psychology and the policy sciences ,
however, indicate that under certain circumstances crisis-induce d
threat may promote more rational decisionmaking and facilitat e
303
policy innovation .
Precisely because crises generally involv e
sharp discontinuities, they may highlight the need for realignment s
of organizational issues, roles, and functions and may foste r
innovation, especially if some "issue entrepreneurs" anticipated
the need for change .
One positive consequence of the Chernobyl accident has bee n
a significant reappraisal of nuclear safety in the Soviet nuclea r
power program and the decision to consider a number of new measure s
of both a technical and organizational nature to prevent th e
recurrence of a Chernobyl-like accident .
Technical Measures :

The Soviet Union in its report to the IAEA i n

August 1986 proposed a set of "Initial Measures to Increase Nuclea r
Power Plant Safety with RBMK Reactors ." These technical measure s
designed to decrease the reactors' positive void coefficient an d
improve its emergency protection system

involved

the use of mor e

absorber rods constantly in the core, higher fuel enrichment (t o
limit rapid power increases), and the adjustment of control rod s
304
to prevent overwithdrawa1 .
Additional safety measures propose d
for the RBMK include development of a rapid accident protectio n
305
system featuring fast scram rods to decrease insertion tim e
and
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temporary shut-down and in-depth safety checks of all RBMK reactor s
306
A proposal was also approved t o
before they resume operation .
cancel construction of four planned RBMK units and not to build an y
7
more RBMK-type reactors . 30
A number of new safety measures were also proposed whic h
were not specific to the RBMK . They called for, among othe r
things, creation of new operator training centers equipped wit h
30 8
facilities to simulate all possible accident situations,
relicensing of all USSR nuclear plant operators , 309 investment o f
$3-5 million in additional safety equipment for every existin g
310
nuclear plant,
provision of containment protection for al l
311
future nuclear plants,
development of on-line, post-acciden t
312
decisionmaking systems ,
strengthening of computer support fo r
313
nuclear power stations ,
development of regional response center s
to expedite the delivery of experts to a reactor site in the even t
314
of an accident,
undertaking research to develop new safet y
31 5
control concepts (e .g ., new diagnostic and automated systems) ,
application of probabilistic risk assessment to analyze VVE R
316
reactors,
adoption of new guidelines regarding the siting o f
317
nuclear power (and district heating) plants ,
and development o f
318
a new system of inherently safe reactors .
Many of thes e
initiatives envisage close cooperation

with nuclear power an d
31 9
safety specialists from the United States and other countries .

Organizational Change :

One of the first actions of the Politbur o

after it reviewed the government commission report on the cause s
of the Chernobyl accident was to create a new all-Union Ministr y
of Atomic Energy with the intent of raising "the level o f
32 0
management and responsibility for nuclear power engineering ."
This move appeared to strip the Ministry of Power an d
Electrification -- which was admonished for its role in th e
Chernobyl accident -- of responsibility for civilian nuclear power .
At the same time, the Politburo announced the creation of the pos t
of CPSU Central Committee Party Organizer for Atomic Power
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Stations' Party Organizations for the purpose of strengthenin g
discipline and enhancing the Party's influence at atomic powe r
stations . 321

Subsequently, a host of new regulations were issued ,

and new organizations, agenoies, and institutes were established - at least on paper -- at the local, regional, republic, national ,
and international level to promote nuclear safety and the accident free operation of nuclear power plants . Indeed the volume of th e
organizational actors, the interlocking (if not overlapping) natur e
of their directorships, and the rapidity with which th e
organizations come and go make the task of charting organizationa l
change nearly impossible . 322

Indicative of the proliferation o f

new Soviet actors in the nuclear sector and the lack o f
coordination and clear division of responsibilities among them - relevant to the topic of policy implementation -- is th e
observation of a U .S . Department of State representative wh o
recently participated in a joint US-Soviet meeting in Moscow on th e
consequences of Chernobyl . The official reports the thank s
expressed to the Americans by many of the Soviets for bringing
together the Soviet participants, many of whom had not me t
32 3
previously and were unaware of their colleague's activities .
Prior to Chernobyl, one of the agencies with primar y
responsibility for nuclear safety was

Gosatomenergonadzo r

(variously translated in English as the State Committee for th e
Supervision of Safe Working Practices in the Atomic Power Industr y
or the State Committee on Supervision of Nuclear Power Safety) o r
GAEN for short . 324

In February 1987, the statute of GAEN wa s

amended to give the agency a greater formal role in approvin g
safety norms and in supervising compliance with rules and standard s
concerned with nuclear safety in the design, construction, an d
325
operation of nuclear facilities .
These statutory change s
followed the firing of GAEN's founding chairman, E . V . Kulov, fo r
326
major errors associated with Chernobyl .
Sometime in mid-1989 ,
GAEN appears to have been merged with another non-nuclea r
supervisory body

(Gosgortekhnadzor)

to create the Union-Republic
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Gospromatomnadzor

(State Committee for the Supervision of Wor k

Safety in Industry and Nuclear Power Engineering) . 327
chief of GAEN, Vadim Malyshev, now heads

The forme r

Gospromatomnadzor .

According to the report of his deputy to the IAEA Genera l
Conference in September 1989, the role of the new agency is bein g
changed from supervision to licensing, and the U .S . Nuclea r
32 8
Regulatory Commission is seen as a relevant model .
Another body that is usually reported to have been create d
after the Chernobyl accident is the All-Union Scientific-Technica l
Institute of Nuclear Power Plant Operations . 329

Set up within th e

new Ministry of Atomic Energy, the Institute is often described a s
akin to the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) formed i n
330
the United States after the Three Mile Island accident .
It s
responsibilities include conducting R & D on the operatin g
experience of existing plants, carrying out diagnostic tests ,
investigating future plant designs (with the Kurchatov Institute) ,
developing systems (including simulators) for operator training ,
331
and exploring new maintenance philosophies .
The Institute ,
presently headed by Armen Abagyan, is reported to have set up

a

computerized center in Moscow for daily collection and analysis o f
33 2
reports from all operating nuclear plants in the Soviet Union .
Having created a number of new agencies in the nuclea r
sector fo11owing Chernobyl, the Soviet leadership began t o
reconsider the new configuration in the spring of 1989 . Among th e
proposed reorganization plans was the dissolution of the fledglin g
Ministry of Atomic Energy

(Minatomenergo),

headed by Nikola i

Lukunin, and/or its absorption into or amalgamation with th e
Ministry of Medium Machine Building

(Minsredmash),

headed by Le v

Riabev . Even the venerable State Committee for the Utilization o f
Atomic Energy (GRAE) was mentioned as a possible casualty of th e
reorganization scheme, in part, because it was unclear whethe r
GKAE,

Minatomenergo,

nuclear power program .

or some other body was in charge

of the
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Although the picture is still not perfectly clear, it no w
appears that the Ministry of Medium Machine Building and th e
Ministry of Atomic Energy have indeed been replaced by a ne w
Ministry of the Nuclear Power Industry . 333
The new ministry i s
headed by Vitaly Konavalov and is under the supervision of th e
Council of Ministers' Bureau of the Fuel and Energy Comple x
(formerly headed by Boris Shcherbina and since the end of 1989 b y
Lev Ryabev) . Aleksandr Protsenko, the former head of the Stat e
Committee for the Utilization of Atomic Energy, now appears to b e
Konovalov's first deputy . The fate of the State Committee for th e
Utilization of Atomic Energy is not clear although there ar e
reports that it continues to function informally with Protsenko a s
334
its head .
Konovalov's super ministry, one of 25 all-unio n
ministries in the Soviet government, reportedly will hav e
335 I
responsibility for defense as well as civilian activities .
n
discussing what at the time was only a proposal unde r
consideration, Chairman of the Council of Ministers Ryzhkov cite d
the need to develop a more comprehensive approach to the "problem s
of atomic power engineering, and especially safety ." In his view ,
"the proposed amalgamation of the two ministries [would] . . . help
the all-around progress of the nuclear power industry, and, mos t
33 6
important, guarantee its safety .
Three other new safety-related organizations meri t
attention . They are the international counterpart of th e
Scientific-Technical Institute of Nuclear Power Plant Operation s
and INPO -- the World Association of Nuclear Operators -- forme d
in Mosoow in May 1989 and committed to maximize the safety an d
reliability of the operations of nuclear power stations b y
exchanging information and encouraging comparison, communication ,
and emulation ; 337 the Institute of Nuclear Safety, set up withi n
the past year by the USSR Academy of Sciences as a center o f
technical expertise independent of the traditional nuclear
engineering and R & D institutes such as Kurchatov ; 338 and the
State Commission for Extraordinary Events, responsible to the USSR
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Council of Ministers, and intended to coordinate response to majo r
33 9
accidents such as Chernobyl and the Armenian earthquake .
POLICY IMPLEMENTATIO N
The fourth stage of the policymaking process ,
implementation, is the time when those oharged with th e
responsibility for executing policy may either further or frustrat e
the objectives of those who make the formal decision . As such ,
policy implementation frequently may represent the continuation o f
policy controversy by other, less visible, means . Those wh o
execute policy, moreover, may become in a very real sens e
policymakers .
The public policy literature points to a number of factor s
that influence the ability and inclination of policy executors t o
interpret selectively the formal decision . These factors, many o f
which are relevant to the issue of nuclear safety policy afte r
Chernobyl, include the source of the policy ; constraints of time ;
the division of responsibilities among actors charged with forma l
decisional and implementation tasks ;

the workload, resources, an d

efficiency of the organization ; the clarity and specificity of th e
formal decision and the rules for its implementation ; th e
complexity of the administration (especially the number o f
institutional entities involved) ; the types of control availabl e
to the various agencies in the implementation process ; the degre e
of conflict among the objectives embodied in the policy at th e
formal decision stage ; the extent to which the policy represent s
a modification of existing policy ; the linkage of the polic y
realms (that is, does it straddle issue areas?) ; the legitimacy o f
the body making the formal decision ; the incentives for th e
administrative agency built into the policy ; and the developmen t
of conditions unauthorized or unintended by the original polic y
340
architects .
Especially relevant to the issue of policy chang e
is the finding that "people who carry out policy are most likel y
to make policy when they are engaged in implementing policy shifts
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in ongoing praotioes ."

34 l

Examination of the implementation of the many safety-relate d
measures proffered and formally adopted after Chernobyl points t o
the relationship between the clarity of the formal decision, th e
specifioity of the rules for its implementation, and the likelihoo d
that the policy change has been faithfully implemented . In othe r
words, the more specific and technioal the proposed policy change ,
the greater the resemblance between policy proposal and polic y
product . A number of the technioal improvements for the operatio n
of RBMK reactors which the Soviet Union promised the IAEA it woul d
undertake, for example, appear to have been made or are in th e
process of being implemented . A delegation of American Nuclea r
Society members who toured a number of Soviet nuclear facilitie s
in July 1989 reports that "modifications to the control system a t
Chernobyl and the other

RBMK

plants have reduced the scram time

from 24 seconds to 12 seconds ."342

Chairman Lando Zech of the U .S .

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, reporting on a two-week visit to th e
Soviet Union in the summer of 1988, also indicated that h e
understood that post-accident modifications had been made to th e
three undamaged units at Chernobyl "including modifications t o
improve the void coefficient problem, to speed up control ro d
insertion, and to provide more absorption rods, among others," an d
that the "same modifications are being made at other operatin g
reactors of the same type

as well as those that are unde r
343
construction but nearly completed . . . ."
The main diffioulty i n
(RBMK)

carrying out these changes, which the Soviets acknowledge, is th e
34 4
slower than anticipated pace of implementation .
The Soviet Union appears to have partially implemented plan s
for improving operator quality, including the creation of two ne w
345
simulation centers .
Although the Soviets have sought to upgrad e
further their simulation capabilities, they have encountere d
difficulties in acquiring foreign equipment for financial an d
346
technology transfer reasons .
They have been quite successful ,
however, in implementing a series of international cooperation
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accords which should assist their efforts to improve operato r
training . These international safety agreements with the Unite d
States and other western countries have had the additional publi c
relations attraction for Soviet officials who see cooperation wit h
the West as a means to reassure a public that is increasingl y
anxious about nuclear power .
The one technical issue that is probably most contentiou s
and refuses to go away despite what would appear to be forma l
34 7
government pronouncements, is the future of the RBMK reactor .
As previously noted, the USSR Council of Minsters decided formall y
on April 20, 1989 to cancel construction of four planned RBMK 100 0
348
units and not to build any more RBMK reactors,
This was onl y
the latest, if highest level, announcement that the RBMK progra m
would be scrapped . 349

It is unclear whether or not research on a n

enhanced RBMK reactor with "inherent safety features" has actuall y
stopped at the Kurchatov Atomic Energy Institute or at the reacto r
design institute in Leningrad . Advocates of the RBMK concept, i n
any case, continue to argue publicly for retention of the reacto r
350
type .
The growing popular sentiment against nuclear power i n
the Soviet Union and the difficulty in commissioning even new VVE R
reactors, however, ultimately is likely to assist in th e
implementation of the formal ban on future RBMKs .
If the Soviet leadership has been relatively successful i n
obtaining implementation of safety decisions of a technical nature ,
it has experienced more difficulty with administrative an d
organizational changes . The latter have strained the workload an d
resources of different agencies charged with administration an d
have also encountered bureaucratic resistance and worke r
indifference .
One U .S . government official, in contemplating the impac t
of Chernobyl on Soviet standard operating procedures, observed tha t
it forced the Soviets to learn that putting regulations in a boo k
351
or posting them does not work .
Outside of the scientifi c
community, which does appear to have revised its assessment of the
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risks of nuclear accidents and to have become a more forcefu l
352
advocate of corrective action ,
Chernobyl does not appear to hav e
fundamentally altered the production, construotion and managemen t
practices in the nuclear power industry or the safety philosoph y
of plant workers . One can still find in the Soviet press the sam e
kind of charges about shoddy workmanship, unrealistic buildin g
deadlines, and low labor morale that were evident in the pre Chernobyl era . The Kiev party obkom bureau in 1988, for example ,
sharply criticized the leadership of the "Kombinat" -- th e
organization formed in October 1986 to handle all aspects of lif e
and work in the 30 kilometer exclusion zone around the Chernoby l
plant . It accused the Kombinat's leadership of failing to lear n
the lessons from past events and noted that inspections ha d
revealed problems of nepotism and moral decay among certai n
leadership cadres and no decline in breaches of labor disciplin e
353
and drunkenness at the power station .
Similar accusations a t
a more general level were made by peoples' deputy Shcherbak durin g
questioning of Vadim Malyshev at the July 14, 1989 USSR Suprem e
Soviet joint

session .

According to

Shcherbak, "even now safet y

regulations with regard to the location, planning, construction ,
35 4
and operation of nuclear power stations are often ignored ."
Western visitors to Soviet nuclear plants in the post Chernobyl era have also expressed surprise at the apparent laxnes s
of their hosts to (or low regard for) the dangers of radiation .
Many report that they were not required to carry dosimeters durin g
their plant tours and were not checked for radiation exposure upo n
35 5
their completion .
One may also question the extent to which certai n
administrative changes, in the absence of more fundamental systemi c
changes, can actually have an impact . One obvious problem tha t
remains is the incentive structure at Soviet nuclear plants . A s
the chairman of the USSR State Committee for the Utilization o f
Atomic Energy lamented only a year ago, nuclear "specialists ar e
paid less than a massive number of less qualified working people .
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An operator in charge of a reactor like the one at the Chernoby l
AES receives less than a city bus driver ." 356

A close reading o f

the new safety regulations adopted in February 1988 for GAEN ar e
also instructive in this regard . The statute states that th e
Gosatomenergonadzor worker is obliged, among other things, "t o
possess high professional training . . . . know and unswervingl y
observe the appropriate rules, norms, and instructions for the saf e
conduct of operations, . . . to discover the reasons and condition s
that facilitate the appearance of emergencies, . . . to further th e
incorporation of the latest achievements of science an d
technology, . . . and to observe the rules of socialist communa l
357
living and the norms of communist morality . . . ."
In retur n
workers to whom the statute extends are given the followin g
incentives "for the model fulfillment of labor duties, th e
improvement of work quality, innovation in labor, the display o f
initiative, selflessness and resourcefulness in work and continue d
and irreproachable work in the organs of USSR Gosatomenergonadzor "
-- "a) expression of gratitude ; b) payment of bonuses ; c) awardin g
of a valuable gift ; d) awarding of a testimonial ; e) entry into th e
Roll of Honor or onto the Board of Honor ; f) granting of the titl e
358
Even at a bu s
of best worker in the given profession . . . ."
driver's wages, assuming that GAEN employees have a higher salar y
than nuclear power plant operators, one must question the impac t
of the new statute's incentive structure on improved performanc e
by GAEN's nuclear safety employees .
A Soviet psychologist who also has studied the experienc e
of the Chernobyl accident points out another obstacle in "the lon g
hard path . . . from the adoption of a decision to the eventua l
completion of work . . ." The chief obstacle, she believes, is "th e
fact that very many people involved

in nuclear power safety hav e

not developed a sense of responsibility for what happened ." "Th e
cup of responsibility for the Chernobyl events," she suggests, "ha s
359
been drained by those who are no longer among the living ."
As
a consequence, she argues, necessary changes in training
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specialists for the nuclear power industry are not being mad e
quiokly enough . Moreover, "nuclear power station worker status i s
declining," which "wi11 increase the exodus of skilled cadres and ,
consequently, lower the overall standard of professionalism ,
expertise, and reliability of work ."- 36 0
Resource constraints and conflicting policy objectives, i t
was hypothesized, may impede policy implementation . This appear s
to be borne out with respect to new nuclear safety provisions .
Although safety considerations, for example, may well have rise n
in the hierarchy of factors influencing Soviet policy making wit h
respect to nuclear power, there is no indication that economi c
calculations have lost their priority position . This situatio n
reportedly has led the chairman of GAEN to complain that he i s
frustrated by the body of the Council of Ministers in carrying ou t
361
his tasks .
Before GAEN could implement its own recommendation s
for shutting down a reactor, for example, it appears that Malyshe v
first had to obtain support from the full Council of Ministers an d
was routinely outvoted . This outcome is consistent wit h
information provided by a senior Soviet econometrician who wa s
involved in a post-Chernobyl study to see whether or not increase d
expenditures for nuclear safety could substantially reduce th e
risks of another major nuclear accident . The study's conclusio n
was positive, but its findings were not well received because the y
indicated that the necessary investment in safety would cause th e
36 2
cost of nuclear power to exceed that of coal or oil .
Part IV. LESSONS LEARNED .
An effort was made in the preceding sections to assess th e
performance of a number of Soviet institutional actors in respons e
to the Chernobyl crisis and to analyze the impact of the 198 6
accident on policy change in the field of nuclear safety . Mor e
general lessons were also derived about the crisis readiness an d
capabilities of the Soviet Armed Forces based upon thei r
performance at Chernobyl and after the 1988 earthquake in Armenia .
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Rather than reiterate those points, the concluding section of thi s
report addresses the question of the lessons the Soviets themselve s
learned from the Chernobyl experience .
One may discern a number of lessons that appear to have bee n
learned by Soviet leaders, experts, and the public of both

a

tactical/instrumental and strategic/philosophical variety . Th e
former refers to "simple learning" in which one can observe

a

change of behavior in the face of failure, without a fundamenta l
363
altering of values having taken place,
Illustrative of thi s
kind of learning is Gorbachev's behavior on the occasion of mor e
recent national crises . Gorbachev appears to have learned tha t
his prolonged silence after the Chernobyl accident wa s
inappropriate and counterproductive and has made a point afte r
subsequent disasters (such as the 1988 Armenian earthquake and th e
1989 gas pipe line explosion near Arzamazas) of promptly addressin g
the nation to demonstrate that he was in charge .
Many of the organizational and administrative change s
regarding nuclear safety that were discussed in the precedin g
section also are indicative of simple learning . Their failure, t o
date, to result in noticeable changes in leadership prioritie s
concerning the conflict between energy economics and nuclear safet y
prevent them from being classified as strategic or philosophical .
More difficult to categorize are the lessons learned wit h
respect to glasnost and the need for perestroika in the nuclea r
industry . On the one hand, Gorbachev clearly capitalized on th e
Chernobyl crisis to gain support for his policies of glasnost an d
perstroika . A number of organizational changes in the nuclea r
industry, for example, enabled Gorbachev to sweep aside much o f
the old guard which had dominated Soviet nuclear energy policy fo r
decades . Whether intentionally or, more likely, inadvertently ,
Chernobyl also led to the unprecedented outpouring of details o n
a Soviet disaster and helped to nurture a more fact conscious ,
socially responsible, and aggressive media . Today, many of th e
most probing and critically-minded journalists are those who
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figuratively cut their teeth on Chernobyl . The internationa l
dividends of the relative candor displayed at the Internationa l
Atomic Energy Agency, also has encouraged a policy of more ope n
364
discussion of other nuclear-related issues .
What one may b e
witnessing in the realm of glasnost, in effect, is the evolutio n
of an information policy oonceived in the wake of Chernobyl to mak e
people think they were receiving the truth (as the governmen t
sought to prevent panic) into a broad-gauged, escalating critiqu e
of the nuclear power industry, nuclear safety procedures, and th e
government's commitment to the further development of nuclea r
36 5
energy .
One difficult to document, but arguably most significan t
lesson that Gorbachev learned from Chernobyl was of a philosophica l
nature and pertains to a reassessment of the dangers of nuclea r
conflict and the urgency of nuclear arms limitations . Althoug h
much of what Gorbachev said publicly about the linkage betwee n
nuclear safety and nuclear war in the immediate aftermath o f
366
Chernobyl may be interpreted as propaganda,
there is a clos e
correspondence in time between the Chernobyl accident, th e
articulation of Gorbachev's new political thinking on security, an d
the advancement of new Soviet proposals that have made possibl e
367
significant progress on the arms control front .
Interviews wit h
senior Polish and Hungarian Communist Party officials who ha d
contact with the Soviet political leadership in the month s
following Chernobyl also point to the profound impact of th e
accident on Gorbachev's thinking about the consequences of nuclea r
368
war .
Chernobyl also appears to have had a catalytic effect o n
Soviet thinking at the popular, expert, and leadership levels o n
the need to take more concerted action to protect the environment .
Although this lesson of Chernobyl is most manifest in the rise o f
popular opposition to the siting of new nuclear plants and th e
completion of previously initiated projects, 369

it is als o

reflected in the proliferation of new ecology movements throughout
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the country with very broad environmental (and often nationalist )
agendas . 370

This surge of environmental consciousness and activis m

probably reflects the learning of both tactical lessons (e .g .,

a

surprising degree of criticism is tolerated on environmental issue s
and can be used to promote regional interests vis a vis the center )
and more fundamental attitudinal change . Critiques of nuclea r
power and the government's environmental policy, for example, ma y
represent a surrogate for more broad based criticism of th e
society, especially by the populace of regions affected b y
Chernobyl who now believe they were misled and betrayed by
37 1
government that had promised to protect and care for them .

a

The Soviet Union under the leadership of Mikhail Gorbache v
has demonstrated, especially in the domain of foreign policy, tha t
372
it can engage in "complex learning ."
Conflicting norms an d
goals appear to have been replaced with more compatible aims an d
values . One might have expected after Chernobyl, that a simila r
learning process would have taken place in the sphere of nuclea r
safety policy, and that the tactical approach of tinkering with th e
system would give way to a new, internalized philosophy of nuclea r
safety .
Although some attributes of a new philosophy can b e
discerned among the Soviet scientific community, and may als o
account in part for increased anti-nuclear popular sentiment, th e
Soviet leadership to date has not decided to sacrifice the goal o f
rapid nuclear energy development for the sake of nuclear safety .
It has instead sought to define the two objectives as compatible ,
as well they may be in theory . Severe economic constraints, a n
irrational pricing and incentive system, and a bewilderin g
organizational structure, however, combine to dilute the safet y
effort . The fundamental dilemmas of how to implement safet y
improvements even if a change in leadership values occurs i s
apparent in the testimony of the former director of the Chernoby l
nuclear power station, provided in a prison interview this pas t
year .
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According to V . Brukhanov, reactor design improvements alon e
wi11 not prevent future Chernobyls as long as Soviet economi c
373
conditions strain the resources of nuclear plant managers .
The
Soviet nuclear power plant manager, Brukhanov explains, by virtu e
of his position, has to do a number of things that are detrimenta l
to the safety of his plant . These include supply of scarc e
consumer goods (e .g ., food products, door locks, etc .) and
maintenance of the infrastructure (e .g ., roads and sewage systems )
of the locality where the plant is situated . These non-nuclea r
activities take up much of the manager's time as we11 as materia l
and labor resources that were allocated for plant operation an d
maintenance . Nevertheless, it must be done at the order of loca l
37 4
party officials .
In addition, Brukhanov observes, the plant manager i s
obliged frequently to substitute the materials and component s
specified in the design for safety reasons by "what-you-can-get "
375
materials and components .
The philosophy, in short, is "D o
whatever is necessary to provide a given very high level o f
electricity production ; everything else, including safet y
37 6
considerations, is secondary ."
Although safety considerations have probably risen in th e
hierarchy of factors influencing Soviet policymaking with respec t
to nuclear power since Brukhanov was a plant manager, most sign s
indicate that the basic economic considerations which compromise d
nuclear safety before Chernobyl have not been replaced . In thi s
limited economic sense, at least, Chernobyl does not yet appear t o
have fundamentally altered Soviet thinking .
After Three Mile Island, the Soviets chided the American s
for putting profits before safety . It remains to be seen how man y
rubles will be invested in nuclear safety after Chernobyl . Wha t
is certain, to paraphrase Khrushchev, is that the Soviet leadershi p
now knows that nuclear energy -- be it for war or peace -- does no t
obey the class principle .
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